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ABSTRACT 

There are many lenses through which to explore the identities of Elizabeth Catlett; 

she was an African American, a citizen of both the United States and Mexico, the wife of 

a Mexican, the mother of three mixed-race sons, an artist, an educator, an activist. This 

thesis uses Catlett’s story—especially her writings, speeches, and artworks—to explore 

her place in a larger dialogue about race, identity, and aesthetics in both the U.S. and 

Mexico.  Catlett’s transnational status and her hybrid, fluid identities challenge us to re-

think the norms and narratives of gender, geography, and nationality of artistic mod-

ernism. Her life and art demonstrate how important the geography and culture of Mexico 

has been for American modernism both in and outside of the U.S. Indeed, I argue that 

Mexico is a key crossroads of art in the twentieth century, with Catlett as a case study, but 

one that situates her within the many contexts that she navigates—from race and the Civil 

Rights Movement, to Cold War politics, censorship and exile, to the gendered expecta-

tions of being a woman artist at the time. Her art was challenging and poignant in its day, 

but also remains sharp and relevant today with our continued racial and political strife 

unfolding on both sides of the U.S.-Mexican border. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Elizabeth Catlett is a significant Black artist with a large body of work created in 

both the United States and Mexico.  Because of this, she is also a touchstone from which 

to understand the artistic intersections of those two countries during the twentieth centu-

ry.  My thesis is an interdisciplinary study of history and art history that draws on fresh 

archival evidence to understand Catlett’s connections to Mexico and her position in the 

broader context of closeness of modernist art developments between these neighboring 

nations.  

In the period immediately following the Second World War, namely 1946 to 1968, 

as fear of the Cold War was taking hold and the Civil Rights Movement in the United 

States was gaining momentum, a large contingent of artists from the U.S. spent time in 

Mexico. This thesis explores how Mexico offered a unique combination of social, racial, 

and gender freedoms and opportunities for artists, especially minorities, that their home 

country of the U.S. did not. Whether they visited Mexico during short but intense ex-

ploratory trips, or they established a more permanent residency there, artists from mar-

ginalized communities, including African Americans, Asian Americans, and women—

1



often women from both of these other minority groups —found Mexico to be a place of 1

new artistic inspiration given its differences from US America.  I will explore a number 2

of these artists, the circumstances that led them there, the interconnectedness of their rela-

tionships, their contributions to the artistic climate of the Mexico, and the influence that 

its culture had on their larger bodies of work. However, I will focus especially on Eliza-

beth Catlett, given her status as a double minority of Black and female, and because of 

her extended time in Mexico.   Kimberlé Crenshaw’s scholarship explores the single-axis 3

framework of discrimination and its ability to erase, not address, the experiences of those 

who fall instead along multiple axes of discriminated categories.  In the inability to define 

 Examples include Elizabeth Catlett, the primary focus of this thesis, and Ruth Asawa. 1

The group I examine also includes expatriates who were seeking refuge from religious or 
ethnic persecution in Europe, such Anni and Josef Albers and Clara Porset. See especially 
Tamara H. Schenkenberg, ed., Ruth Asawa: Life’s Work (St. Louis: Pulitzer Arts Founda-
tion, in association with Yale University Press, 2019): https://albersfoundation.org/; and 
https://www.maharam.com/stories/rawsthorn_clara-porset ; Stacue Stukin, “The Forgot-
ten Stories of Female Designers in Mexico that One Curator Wanted to Get Right,” Archi-
tectural Digest, Sept. 10, 2019, online at: https://www.architecturaldigest.com/story/de-
sign-in-mexico-is-everywhereas-the-forgotten-stories-of-these-six-women-prove

 In this thesis, African American refers to Blacks from the United States. Source material 2

from Catlett’s lifetime also uses the term Negro, and I will employ that term only the in 
the context of drawing from this source material. See especially Mike Laws, “Why We 
Capitalize ‘Black’ (and not White),” Columbia Journalism Review, June 16, 2020, online 
at: https://www.cjr.org/analysis/capital-b-black-styleguide.php; and Nancy Coleman, 
“Why We’re Capitalizing Black,” New York Times, July 5, 2020, online at: https://
www.nytimes.com/2020/07/05/insider/capitalized-black.html

 In the mid 1960s, the art world began to embrace “Blackness” based on the work of 3

Romare Bearden and a group of African American artists committed to addressing the 
struggle for Civil Rights. See especially Richard J. Powell, Black Art: A Cultural History 
(London: Thames & Hudson, 2002), 121 and Romare Bearden and Harry Henderson, A 
History of African-American Artists: From 1792 to the Present (New York: Pantheon 
Books, 1993), 300-304.
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Black women by either their Blackness or by being women, Black women’s experiences 

fall outside the traditional binary definitions of discrimination and often excludes them 

from full membership benefits in both of these groups.  I draw especially on the theories 

of intersectionality to explore Catlett’s identity as a Black woman, and one who embraced 

more than one national home.  4

In the last two years, I have had several experiences that led to my interest in this 

topic. First, in June 2019, I had the opportunity to participate in a study abroad in Mexico 

City, where I was struck by the closeness of the modern art cultures of Mexico and the 

U.S.  The immersive experience of the trip, from the ancient ruins of Tenochtitlan to con-

temporary art galleries, demonstrated for me how rich the country was and how shallow 

my understanding of it. For instance, I was taken with the public murals of David Alfaro 

Siqueiros and José Clemente Orozco at the Palace of Fine Arts in Mexico City, particular-

ly The Torment of Cuauhtemoc and Catharsis (figs. 1 and 2). Their grand scale and vis-

ceral representations of the erasure of Indigenous culture and the mechanization of war 

simultaneously attracted and repulsed me.  Immediately after this experience, I found 

myself viewing a contemporary exhibition in a former convent,  another juxtaposition 

among many that called me to question what I thought I knew about the country of Mexi-

co, its history, and its people.  Second, as Curator of Education at the Amarillo Museum 

 Kimberlé Crenshaw, “Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Femi4 -
nist Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics,” 
University of Chicago Legal Forum 1989, no.1 (1989): 139-140. See also Ijeoma Oluo, 
So You Want To Talk About Race (New York: Seal, 2018), whose chapter on “Intersec-
tionality” was particularly useful.
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of Art, I worked on the exhibition The Kelley Collection of African American Art: Works 

on Paper in 2020.   This show included eighty-five artworks created by dozens of 5

African American artists, and I was especially drawn to Catlett’s pieces. Only after re-

searching Catlett for this show did I discover that she spent extended time in Mexico and 

even became a citizen in 1962.  

Doing research on all of the artists in the Kelley Collection show, I noticed that 

there were commonalities and shared experiences that linked the artists to each other.  I 

found that many of them were contemporaries, attending the same schools such as the 

Chicago Institute of Art; beginning their careers in the same community art programs, 

such as the South Side Community Center, also located in Chicago; and even collaborat-

ing on projects during the Harlem Renaissance and other Black cultural movements in the 

U.S.  The Harlem Renaissance is marked as the period between WWI and WWII, when 

significant numbers of Black Americans migrated to urban centers such as New York 

City, Chicago, and Washington, D.C.  This mass migration spurred an intellectual and 

cultural rebirth named for Harlem, the most well-known of these locations.   I also found 6

out just how many of these artists had spent time in Mexico, specifically Mexico City. 

For instance, of the over fifty artists in the Kelley Collection exhibition, no fewer than 

 The show ran between January 26 and March 29, 2020.5

 Bearden and Henderson, A History of African-American Artists, 115-117.6
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eight had studied or lived in Mexico.  This discovery, so closely following my time spent 7

studying the art of Mexico City, prompted me to ask the question: why did so many 

African American artists leave the United States between the 1940s and the 1960s and 

relocate to post-revolutionary Mexico?   8

To answer this question, I realized that a focus on Catlett would be an ideal tactic. 

For one reason, there are so many lenses through which to explore her identities—as an 

African American, as a citizen of both the United States and Mexico, as the wife of a 

Mexican and mother of three mixed-race sons, as an artist, an educator, an activist. To be 

sure, her identity must be defined as transnational, hybrid, and fluid, making her an excel-

lent case study for my interest in U.S.-Mexican artistic intersections. Through my re-

search, I have found that she embodies all of these identities, and, as such, Catlett’s life 

and career represents the significance of hybridity and incompleteness.  She occupies a 

unique space “in between” fixed categories in ways that embody the idea of liminality.   9

At the edge of several cultures, with the inequalities and discontinuities that define both, 

 These artists included: Ron Adams (b.1934); Margaret Burroughs (1915-2010); Eliza7 -
beth Catlett (1915-2012); Lawrence Arthur Jones (1920-1996); Sam Middleton 
(1927-2015); Charles White (1918-1979); Walter Williams (1920-1998); John Woodrow 
Wilson (1922-2015).

 I am defining the dates of the Mexican Revolution as 1910-20, ending with Obregon’s 8

rise to power and the emergence of a more structured art community. James Oles, Art and 
Architecture in Mexico (New York: Thames & Hudson, 2013), 233. 

 On liminality, see especially Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin, Post-9

Colonial Studies: The Key Concepts, 2nd ed. (London and New York, Routledge, 2000), 
117-118; Juliet Hooker, “Indigenous Inclusion/Black Exclusion: Race, Ethnicity and 
Multicultural Citizenship in Latin America,” Journal of Latin American Studies 37, no. 2 
(2005): 300.

5



Catlett relies on the active engagement of her artistic language as a discourse through 

which she constructs something entirely new.  I will argue that, by acting on the edges of 

well-defined identities and cultures, Elizabeth Catlett’s liminality liberates her and us 

from an expected and detrimental cultural homogeneity, forging a new and more compli-

cated, but more honest, identity that serves as a passageway between them. 

The subject of my thesis requires the exploration of several bodies of literature. 

For instance, I examine Mexican historical and contemporary perspectives on race and 

how they affected Catlett’s choice to move there. I also brought in research on modernist 

art and racial identities in both the U.S. and Mexico, and in particular artists and political 

identities during the Cold War.  I draw on gender history and theory, especially the under-

recognition and devaluation of women in the U.S. compared to Mexico. Finally, my work 

brings in and critically engages with the biographical and scholarly literature on Catlett. 

Rather than a mere biography of Catlett, I am placing Catlett’s life and work within a va-

riety of contexts through which to explore the bigger picture of U.S.-Mexican intersec-

tions of modernist art. 

The broad cultural diversity of Mexico has recently become the subject of more 

extensive scholarship.  In Art and Architecture in Mexico (2013), James Oles discusses 

the ways in which Mexico’s inclusive concept of hybridity manifests itself in the most 

compelling, innovative, and distinctive works of Mexican art and architecture.   I inter10 -

pret that to mean that the diverse voices and experiences of the people of Mexico are wo-

 Oles, Art and Architecture, 11.10
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ven together to create a complex artistic tapestry that simultaneously represents colonized 

and colonizer. That same year, 2013, Theodore Cohen’s dissertation, In Black and Brown: 

Intellectuals, Blackness, and Inter-Americanism in Mexico after 1910, examined how 

Blackness and Africanness became constituent elements of Mexican culture. Cohen is 

looking to intellectuals, including composer Baquiero Foster, anthropologist Gonzalo 

Aguirre Beltrán, and poet Francisco Rivera, to assert that “Mexican” was a classification 

that encompassed both Black and African and to question the definition of “indigenous.”  

Cohen’s work is relevant to this project in that it sets the tone for the integration, rather 

than the erasure, of Black and African cultures in the evolving racial identity of Mexico.     11

Alongside my studies of Black identity in Mexico, I examined literature on Black 

culture in the U.S., especially as it affected artists. Black artists such as Catlett and her 

first husband Charles White, both felt the stigma of being a Black artist in the United 

States during the rise of the Cold War. For instance, White was traveling in Europe and 

discovered that his lithographs had achieved widely positive recognition there. This was 

in stark contrast to the rising influence of McCarthyism at home, and the dismissal and 

even persecution of Black artists in light of this movement.   Black artists who had par12 -

ticipated in WPA projects, such as Catlett and White, were increasingly considered sub-

 Theodore Cohen, “In Black and Brown: Intellectuals, Blackness, and Inter-American11 -
ism in Mexico After 1910,” Ph.D. diss., University of Maryland, 2013, 3.

 Coined to describe activities associated with Senator Joseph McCarthy, McCarthyism 12

refers to a series of investigations and hearings during the 1950s with the intent of expos-
ing communist infiltration in the US government. On McCarthyism, see especially P.J. 
Achter, “McCarthyism," Encyclopedia Britannica, January 13, 2021, online at: https://
www.britannica.com/topic/McCarthyism; Richard M. Fried, Nightmare in Red: The Mc-
Carthy Era in Perspective (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991).
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versive and were targeted by the House Un-American Committee or HUAC.   The esca13 -

lating attacks on artists, intellectuals, and progressives in the United States is partially 

responsible for Catlett’s decision to make her home in Mexico. In her essay, “Art and 

Politics in Cold War America,” Jane de Hart Mathews defines modern art as a rejection of 

traditional American values in the eyes of anti-Communists such as George Dondero 

working with the HUAC.  Dondero was attempting to create a “standard of American14 -

ism” in response to Cold War threats. Using his own privileged Anglo experience by 

which to craft this so-called “standard,” anything that fell outside of his own familiarity 

and comfort zone was considered un-American, including art by women, minorities, and 

foreigners. 

Of all the anti-communist politicians, Dondero was the most vocal. He was a Mi-

chigan Congressman who wielded significant power against artists he found to be subver-

sive.  With no background or formal training in art, Dondero targeted those artists that fell 

outside the canon of what he considered “traditional art.”  De Hart Mathews implies that 15

much of his motivation was economic, with the intent of destroying the market for their 

 Bearden and Henderson, History of African-American Artists, 412. The Works Progress 13

Administration (WPA) was a work program for the unemployed under US President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal. Projects employed thousands in cultural programs. 
On WPA art, see especially Francis V. O’Connor, Art for the Millions: Essays from the 
1930s by Artists and Administrators of the WPA Federal Art Project (Greenwich, CT: 
New York Graphic Society, 1973).

 Jane de Hart Mathews, “Art and Politics,” The American History Review 81, no.4 14

(1976): 762-763.

 Mathews, “Art and Politics,” 775. Dondero’s tastes can be compared to Hitler’s con15 -
servative artistic tastes. On this, see especially the documentary film The Rape of Europa 
(2008).
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artworks in order to destroy their influence on the public.   Dondero wanted to quell in16 -

terest in what he considered “subversive” artists by limiting the spread of their ideas, us-

ing tactics such as driving down prices and limiting taxpayer dollars for commissions.  

While he was unable to stifle modern art, Dondero’s actions contributed to the evapora-

tion of public funding for art after the end of the WPA and after the war, the repercussions 

of which were felt for decades, and are still felt today.  17

Artists were targeted by Dondero and his ilk less for their communist views per se 

and more for the administration’s inability to control them.  As artist Elaine de Kooning, 

a white contemporary artist of Catlett, plainly states, “the dangerous people are those who 

think for themselves.”  Catlett therefore was hardly the only artist that felt targeted and 18

persecuted by the US government, and who sought out alternative spaces to live and 

work. Some artists went to Europe; others, like Catlett, chose Mexico as a much closer 

place to escape the heavy-handed persecution of artists as government enemies in the 

U.S., given Mexico’s largely socialist and communist leanings, and its longstanding his-

tory of government support for the arts.  Along with Black artists, including Catlett and 

 Mathews, “Art and Politics,” 770-87.  Mathews implies many times throughout the ar16 -
ticle that the impact on ‘subversive’ artists was economic as a means to squelch their 
voice and proliferation of their views.

 On the impact of the decline of government funding for art in American see, Julia F. 17

Lowell, State Arts Policy: Trends and Future Prospects (Santa Monica: RAND Corpora-
tion, 2008); Mark Bauerlein, ed., National Endowment for the Arts: A History 1965-2008 
(Washington, D.C.: National Endowment for the Arts, 2008); Cynthia Koch, “The Con-
test for American Culture: A Leadership Case Study on The NEA and NEH Funding Cri-
sis,” Public Talk: Online Journal of Discourse Leadership (1998), online at https://
www.upenn.edu/pnc/ptkoch.html.

 Mary Gabriel, Ninth Street Women (New York: Back Bay Books, 2018), 272.18
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White, a good number of white artists likewise traveled to Mexico in this era, in part to 

escape tension in the U.S., if only for a time. For instance, in her book Ninth Street 

Women, Mary Gabriel describes how Grace Hartigan and Joan Mitchell both followed a 

well-trodden path to Mexico, traveling there for artistic inspiration from the different ge-

ographies and from the existence of many spaces where women artists were welcomed to 

work.  The Mexican muralists were an especially important draw for US artists coming 19

to Mexico. Mitchell, and fellow artist Zenaida Gourieva Booyakovitch Polonsky Omalev, 

aka Zuka, arrived in Mexico in 1945, just after the end of the war, with a letter of intro-

duction for famed muralist José Clemente Orozco.  Josef and Anni Albers, US immi20 -

grants from Germany who left during the rise of Nazisim, worked in the U.S. from 1933 

until Josef’s death in 1976, but began making regular trips to Mexico in 1935; the Albers 

found Mexico to be “a country for art like no other.”  Catlett was also accompanied by 21

her then husband, White, on her first trip to Mexico in 1946. And in the 1950s, Jeanne 

Reynal and Tommy Sills, a bi-racial New York art couple, got married in Mexico after 

traveling there together frequently.  In other words, it wasn’t uncommon for artist spous22 -

es to make the journey from the U.S. to Mexico together. The Albers’s teaching positions 

 Gabriel, Ninth Street Women, 255.19

 Gabriel, Ninth Street Women, 372.20

 Lauren Hinkson, ed., Josef Albers in Mexico (New York: Guggenheim Museum Publi21 -
cations, 2017), 14.

 For biographical information on Reynal, see especially, Jeanne Reynal papers, 22

1942-1968. Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution; Amy Von Lintel and 
Bonnie Roos, Three Women Artists: Expanding Abstract Expressionism in the American 
West (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, forthcoming 2021).
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at the famed art education institution Black Mountain College influenced their student 

Ruth Asawa, who followed them to Mexico as well. The Asian-American Asawa stated 

that she “found a community of like-minded and similarly dedicated artists and design-

ers” in Mexico.  23

On one of her many sojourns to Mexico, Asawa became interested in local crafts, 

learning the looped wire technique that influenced her entire body of work and that she is 

best known for.  An extant photograph shows Asawa in 1957 surrounded by her children 

as she works on one of her wire structures (fig. 31).  This image is in contrast to the 24

American expectation at mid-century (and afterward) that women artists had to choose 

between their children and their creative work.  In its focus on Catlett, my thesis ex25 -

plores this challenge by a woman living in Mexico to gendered expectations in the life of 

Catlett too, who raised her three children in Mexico and often had them present in her 

studio spaces. Indeed, the creative culture of Mexico allowed women artists more fluidity 

between these two spheres of professional career and motherhood, a reality that deserves 

more scholarly study in light of the good gender-based research being conducted in the 

field. 

 Zoë Ryan, In a Cloud, In a Wall, In a Chair: Six Modernists in Mexico at Midcentury 23

(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2019), 46.

 Ryan, In a Cloud, 52.24

 For example, Gabriel often references how women from the U.S. struggled with this 25

choice, leading them to seek abortions and/or abandon their children. Gabriel, Ninth 
Street Women, 187-189, 243-44, 288, 470, 516-17, 549, 693.
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Other artists, like the mosaicist Reynal, described in letters how Mexico was a 

safe space for her and Sills, given their interracial marriage, comparable to their urban 

home in New York but unlike their experiences in the US segregated South.  The couple 26

held their wedding ceremony in 1952 in Mexico and later returned there to explore the 

jungles of the Yucatan in 1963. Catlett, who had ended her marriage to Charles White in 

1946, married the Mexican Francisco Mora in Mexico in 1947, and raised her three sons 

there.  Asawa likewise married Albert Lanier, a white artist from Georgia who she met 

while both were students at Black Mountain College and the couple spent time in Mexico 

after their marriage in the U.S.  As can be seen, numerous mixed-race artist couples mar-

ried, lived, and worked together in Mexico at mid-century. Considering the racial dis-

crimination that Catlett and Reynal described feeling in the U.S. and the contrasting free-

doms they described in Mexico, I explore the extent to which racial freedom was an as-

pect of their choice to spend time there. 

Catlett was therefore among good company with artists who recognized a sympa-

thetic place in Mexico given racial and political tensions in the U.S. In her 1961 address 

to the National Conference of Negro Artists, Catlett compared the colonial conquest of 

Mexico and the suppression of indigenous cultures by the Spaniards to the repression of 

African American artists in the United States: “when a people must be dominated,” she 

stated, “first there is an attempt to destroy their culture.”  Catlett argued in her speech 27

 See, for instance, Reynal papers, Archives of American Art.26

 Elizabeth Catlett, “The Negro People and American Art,” Freedomways 1, no.1 (1961): 27

78.
12



that their similar experiences of oppression have fostered  particular understanding be-

tween Mexicans and African Americans. 

Elizabeth Catlett is one of the best known African American artists, and there is a 

good amount of existing scholarship on her.  Moreover, there are strong archival collec28 -

tions on Catlett’s life and work, such as the Amistad Research Center located at Tulane 

University in New Orleans, Louisiana. Catlett delivered public addresses and gave inter-

views that have been recorded, created volumes of correspondence, and therefore has left 

extensive personal archives. Given these resources, Catlett has been the subject of several 

monographs, journal articles, and numerous museum exhibitions.  Melanie Anne Her29 -

zog, for instance, is the preeminent scholar on Catlett. She is author of many articles, as 

well as both a dissertation and monograph.  Moreover, Herzog was able to spend time in 30

  See especially Bearden and Henderson, A History of African American Artists; Juana 28

Williams, “The Beautiful Struggle of Black Feminism: Changes in Representations of 
Black Womanhood Examined Through the Artwork of Elizabeth Catlett and Mickalene 
Thomas,” MA Thesis, Wayne State University, 2017; Anita Bateman, “Narrative and Se-
riality in Elizabeth Catlett’s Prints,” Journal of Black Studies 47, no. 3 (2016): 258-272; 
and Nicole Gilpin Hood, “Theme and Form: The Image of Woman in the Art of Elizabeth 
Catlett,” Ph.D. diss., University of Michigan, 2001, as well as Herzog’s works cited be-
low.

 See especially Elton C. Fax, Seventeen Black Artists (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1971); 29

Robert Berlind and Elizabeth Catlett, “Elizabeth Catlett,” Art Journal 53, no.1 (1994): 
28-30; Dalila Scruggs, “Activism in Exile: Elizabeth Catlett’s Mask for Whites,” Ameri-
can Art 32, no. 3 (2018): 3-21; Susan Willand Worteck, “Forever Free: Art by African-
American Women, 1862-1980 an Exhibition,” Feminist Studies 8, no.1, 1982, 97-108; 
and Elton C. Fax, Elizabeth Catlett (New York: Studio Museum Harlem, 1971).

 See especially Melanie Anne Herzog, Elizabeth Catlett: An American Artist in Mexico 30

(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2005); “Elizabeth Catlett (1915-2012),” Ameri-
can Art 26, no.3 (2012):105-109; “My Art Speaks for Both My Peoples: Elizabeth Catlett 
in Mexico,” Ph.D. Diss, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1995; and Elizabeth Catlett: 
In the Image of the People (Chicago: Art Institute of Chicago, 2005).

13



conversation with the artist before Catlett’s death in 2012. My work builds on Herzog’s 

research, but my emphasis on Mexico and racial identity offers a new and fresh perspec-

tive.   

In Elizabeth Catlett: An American Artist in Mexico, Herzog examines in particular 

the hybridity of Catlett’s identity. She addresses how Catlett’s work combines the aesthet-

ics of Mexican muralism, Black art, modernism, and other influences from the United 

States, Mexico, and Africa.  Catlett often uses the term “negro” when referring to herself 

or her artwork.  This thesis will use the term “Black” as opposed to African American or 

another period term.  This is an intentional decision that transcends the geography of the 

United States and still connects Catlett’s work to the Black Power and Black Arts Move-

ments with which she associated.  Herzog also opened the door to view Catlett’s art as a 

form of visual politics through the work of bell hooks.   Through her writing, which also 31

uses the term “Black,” hooks addresses the ways aesthetic creation can combat poverty 

and oppression, both as an escape and as inviting productive dialogue. I find the explo-

ration of Catlett’s work as a political act to be useful, but I am also wanting to move away 

from focusing on Catlett for the sake of her own life and work—to move away from a 

biographical approach.  My work aims to put Catlett in a broader context of Mexican-

U.S. relations and art production.  Her multiple identities, her hybridity, become a 

metaphor for the way Mexico emerged as a key international art crossroads at mid-centu-

ry.  

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 4.31

14



Along with Herzog’s scholarship, museum exhibitions featuring Catlett’s work 

have been particularly useful for my project. As recently as 2020, the Whitney Museum 

of American Art presented the show Vida Americana: Mexican Muralists Remake Ameri-

can Art, 1925-1945. Offering an important look at the influence of Mexican artists on 

their US counterparts, the exhibition explored the long established influence of the Mexi-

can muralists and their transformative influence of Mexico’s social and political public 

murals. 

Other exhibition scholarship has placed Catlett firmly within discussions of femi-

nism and art history. In 1981, for instance, Illinois State University organized Forever 

Free, an exhibition of the achievements of African American women in the visual arts.  In 

her introduction to the show catalogue, Susan Willand Worteck questions the ways in 

which one might measure the quality of the works in the exhibition; by their artistic mer-

it, or by the circumstances the artist was able to overcome in their creation.   In the pre32 -

vious decade, Linda Nochlin illuminated similar ideas in her essay “Why Have There 

Been No Women Artists?”  Though she doesn’t mention Catlett specifically, the artist’s 33

status as within two minority categories defined by Nochlin—women and Blacks—was 

soon addressed in any scholarship on Catlett.   

In addition to drawing extensively on the above-mentioned bodies of literature, 

my methods will include archival research on Catlett. The majority of the relevant mate-

 Worteck, “Forever Free,” 97.32

 Linda Nochlin, “Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists,” In Women Artists at 33

the Millennium, ed. Carol Armstrong and Catherine de Zegher (Cambridge, MA: MIT 
Press, 2006) 21-34.
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rials are at the Amistad Center at Tulane University in New Orleans, Louisiana, and this 

resource is a way to bring Catlett’s direct voice as a witness into my project. However, 

because of complications with travel due to COVID-19, and the undigitized nature of the 

archive, I have been unable to gain full access to its contents thus far. I am hoping to pub-

lish this thesis in the future as a scholarly article, and intend to travel to Tulane to com-

plete the necessary research.  For this thesis, I am using the published and digitized as-

pects of Catlett’s archive, which has provided a strong foundation for my project. For in-

stance, I have found digital access to Catlett’s application materials for her Rosenwald 

Fellowship that funded her initial travel to Mexico City in 1946. I compare her ap-

plications to others who received the fellowship, exploring Catlett’s interest in Mexico in 

conjunction with other artist’s goals there and elsewhere. For instance, both Black US 

artists and Catlett contemporaries Charles White and Jacob Lawrence were recipients of 

the Rosenwald grant.   These primary sources are rich examples of the draw of Mexico 34

for artists and a way to put that interest in context. This research will provide unique in-

sights into the selection criteria for applicants, the types of projects that these artists were 

working on, and the creative freedoms such a financial award afforded Black artists. Oth-

er resources that are key for my study will be the published speeches and writings of 

Catlett, regarding her art and her political views. In particular, I examine her work in the 

period surrounding the Olympics, when she aligns herself with the Black Power Move-

ment of the U.S. 

 Shaw, Migration and Muralism, 223.34
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My thesis is an interdisciplinary study of history and art history that uses the biog-

raphy of African American artist Elizabeth Catlett as a touchstone from which to under-

stand the artistic intersections of the United States and Mexico in the twentieth century.  

Chapter one takes the date range of Catlett’s early years, 1915 to 1946, setting the stage 

for her departure for Mexico in 1945.  These years cover the important modernist art 

movements of the WPA era and the Harlem Renaissance, the early influences and experi-

ences instrumental in understanding Catlett’s later racial and political activism, and her 

choice to move to Mexico.  Educated at Howard University, Catlett took a teaching posi-

tion in Durham, N.C. in 1935, where she became quickly committed to the cause for eq-

uitable pay for African American teachers. Then, she enrolled in the masters program at 

the University of Iowa under artist Grant Wood, earning the first M.A. in Sculpture in the 

university’s history.  Upon graduation, she received the professional recognition of an 

administrative position, being named Art Department Chair at Dillard University in New 

Orleans.  

During the summer of 1941, Catlett studied ceramics at the Art Institute of Chica-

go, where she roomed with Margaret Burroughs, founder of the South Side Community 

Center, and where she met her future husband, and fellow artist, Charles White.  White 

and Catlett married later that year and moved to New York City, where Catlett joined the 

faculty of George Washington Carver School in Harlem, New York. She remained at 

Carver until she was awarded a Rosenwald Fellowship in 1945 which led her to Mexico 

the following year. This chapter will explore the artistic, political, and racial environ-

ments of the US locales where Catlett lived and worked, laying the foundations for her 
17



choice to go to Mexico and provide important context for why this choice was shared by 

so many other US artists.   

Chapter Two begins in 1946, when Catlett applied for the renewal of her Rosen-

wald Fellowship.  The plan of work that she submitted detailed an altered vision for the 

project, which included a visit to Mexico to learn first hand the techniques Mexican 

artists had utilized in reaching their own people.   This chapter will examine Catlett’s 35

early years in Mexico, her work on her fellowship project, her divorce from White and 

marriage to Mora, her work at the printmaking collective Taller de Grafica Popular, and 

her relationship with the Mexican art community. 

This chapter will also explore the Taller de Graphica Popular’s (TGP) history as a 

catalyst for political discourse and its use of art to advance social issues.  As a collabora-

tive group of printmakers, the TGP was prolific in disseminating ideas that challenged 

established norms through the multiplicity and accessibility of the prints themselves.   36

The TGP is also important because of its inclusion of outsider artists, both as guest artists 

and as permanent members.  37

 Elizabeth Catlett, “Report of Progress and Plan of Work for Renewal,” Women of 35

Rosenwald: Curating Social Justice through the Arts (1928-1948), online at: https://
womenofrosenwald.omeka.net/exhibits/show/elizabethcatlett/catlettbio.

 The founding members of the TGP were Leopoldo Méndez, Pablo O’Higgins, Luis 36

Arenal, and Ignacio Aguirre.  They were later joined by Alfredo Zalce, Raúl Anguiano, 
José Chávez Morado, Francisco Dosamantes, Jesús Escobedo, Roberto Berdicio, Ididoro 
Ocampa, Fancisco Mora, and Ángel Bracho.  Arturo García Bustos, “El Taller de Gráfica 
Popular: A Personal History,” El Taller de Gráfica Popular: Vida y Arte, (Georgia Muse-
um of Art, University of Georgia, 2015), 14.

 Ryan, In a Wall, 46.37
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In addition to printmaking, Catlett and other artists explored traditional folk art 

and craft, such as furniture and weaving, as inspiration for their art in Mexico.   These 38

realms often involved the overlap of the studio realm with that of the domestic realm as a 

mother, a subject worthy of new scholarly attention.  This is in stark contrast to the ex-

pectation of the woman artist being isolated in their professional studio, without the bur-

dens of home and family.  This expectation can be seen in the dozens of photographs pub-

licizing the work of women artists such as Hartigan, Nell Blaine, Nevelson, Frankethaler, 

Mitchell, Jane Wilson, and many others posing with their art alone in their studios, show-

ing themselves as sex icons and creative ingenues, but never mothers and homemakers.  

This contrast between the identities of Catlett in Mexico and her contemporaries in the 

U.S. underscores the gendered pressures on U.S. women that were found to be relaxed 

when they left the U.S. 

Chapter Three will look at the Cold War and its impact in both the U.S. and Mexi-

co.  It is well established that the Mexican muralist movement had an impact on projects 

in the United States, especially post office murals under the WPA.  The muralists’ visual 

representations of the history of Mexico were effective tools in establishing a sense of 

national pride, ideals that the WPA was also trying to promote.   Ironically, these were 39

the same ideals that Senator George Dondero and others targeted as “subversive” and 

“non-traditional,” using them to establish and maintain systemic discrimination against 

art and artists in the United States during the Cold War.  Claiming to preserve the true 

 Ryan, In a Cloud, (New Haven and London, Yale University Press, 2019), 23.38

 Mathews, “Art and Politics,” 782.39
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“Americanness” of art, Dondero effectively drove minority American voices out of the 

country.   While Catlett and many of these disenfranchised artists found Mexico to be a 40

safe haven, it was far from utopic.  Catlett was the target of the U.S. State Department 

while living in Mexico, which ultimately led her to seek Mexican citizenship in 1962. 

Chapter Four will examine the tumultuous 1960s, beginning with Catlett’s address 

to the National Conference of Negro Arts in 1961, and concluding with the 1968 Olympic 

Games held in Mexico City. In this chapter, Catlett’s activism is at the fore, during a time 

when Mexico was trying to establish itself as modern and progressive on the world stage, 

with art and artists playing a key role in that goal. At the beginning of the decade, Catlett 

uses her address as a rallying cry, participating in the rising US Civil Rights movement 

but from an outside perspective. During her time in Mexico, she had observed a deep re-

spect, interest, and sympathy from the Mexican people for the plight of American Blacks. 

The communist leanings of Mexico connected to attitudes of racial equality and Catlett’s 

address is a message of equality, specifically directed at Blacks living in the American 

south. Catlett’s travel visa is revoked by the US government and she is barred from re-

turning to her home country.  Yet, from her position as an ex-patriot in Mexico, Catlett 

became an active participant in the Civil Rights Movement in the United States. 

Then, at the end of the decade, Mexico City hosted the 1968 Olympic Games.  

Marking the first time the games were held in a Latin American country, the Mexican 

government went to great lengths to present a modern, progressive Mexico to the rest of 

 Mathews, “Art and Politics,” 770, 773, 782, 785, 787.40
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the world.  A design and public art campaign included graphics for the games themselves, 

designed by a US American advertising firm headed by Lance Wyman, which was uti-

lized throughout the city for signage, printed materials and more.   But this is also a time 41

of unrest and violence.  Events such as the massacre at Tlatelolco and the racially charged 

raised fists of US medalists define the period and set the stage for works by Catlett such 

as Malcolm Speaks for Me (fig. 43), further connecting her to the Civil Rights Movement 

in the United States.  

Elizabeth Catlett was many things—an American, a Mexican, a Black person, a 

Woman, a Wife, a Mother, an Artist, a Teacher.  The final chapter of this project will ex-

amine how each of these identities had a role in defining her life and the legacy she left 

behind.  While Catlett never again lived in the United States permanently, she did return 

in 1971 for an exhibition of her work at the Studio Museum in Harlem, her first solo ex-

hibition in the United States in 23 years.  From that time on, she was welcomed and ex-

hibited widely in this country.   I will argue here that Catlett’s hybrid identity helps us 42

expand our understanding of “American” modernism that doesn’t just focus insularly on 

the U.S. but shows how North American intersections between the U.S. and Mexico 

shaped modern art in ways that need to be recognized. 

Eventually, Catlett reestablished her presence in the United States, traveling be-

tween the two countries until her death in 2012.  This chapter will contain a final exami-

nation of Catlett’s legacy, both in the United States and in Mexico, her contributions to 

 Oles, Art and Architecture, 352.41

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 9.42
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the artistic dialogue between the two, and her influence on other artists and her signifi-

cant contributions to social justice advocacy and equality in the visual arts in North 

America. 
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CHAPTER I  

1915 – 1946 

The early years of Catlett’s life, from her birth in 1915 through her education and 

early adulthood in the U.S., set the stage for her departure for Mexico in 1946.  These 

years cover her upbringing in Washington, D.C., which included being raised by a single 

mother and experiencing segregation and discrimination. They also cover her privilege as 

a Black woman able to pursue her education at both an historically Black college and a 

non-segregated university, as well as her developing career as an artist-educator respected 

for her professional contributions to the arts, most importantly her selection for a Rosen-

wald Fellowship that enabled her travels abroad. And finally, these years include not only 

her participation in the Harlem Renaissance and similar intellectual activity in Chicago, 

but also her growing activism that she will continue to pursue in Mexico. These early ex-

periences are instrumental in understanding her later life and identity that she built for 

herself in Mexico, the focus of this thesis. 

Catlett was the youngest of three children born in 1915 to John and Mary Carson 

Catlett.   Widowed just before Catlett’s birth, Mary suddenly found herself raising her 43

children as a single parent, and drawing on her professional skills to make ends meet. 

 On Catlett’s biography, see Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist; Bearden and Hender43 -
son, A History of African-American Artists; and Samella Lewis, The Art of Elizabeth 
Catlett (Claremont, CA: Hancraft Studios, 1984).
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Mary was trained as a teacher and worked as a truant officer in their home town of Wash-

ington, DC to support her family. Given Mary’s status as a working single parent in a seg-

regated city, it is reasonable to think that the Catlett children were exposed to social injus-

tices, but also to self-sufficiency as a goal and even an activist mentality from an early 

age.  In an interview with Glory Van Scott conducted in 1989, Catlett revealed that her 

grandmother often shared her experiences as a slave with the family, and that her mother 

brought her social work cases from the slums “home with her,” a phrase that could either 

mean she literally brought children from cases into her home or she brought the emotion-

al weight of the cases home with her—or likely both.  Both her mother and her grand-

mother were significant models in Catlett’s her early life and career, helping her learn 

about and manage the exploitation and suffering of Black women.  While formal public 

protest was frowned upon by their middle-class social circle, Catlett nonetheless consid-

ered herself “very radical” by participating in activities such as an anti-lynching demon-

stration at the Supreme Court building in Washington while still in high school, finding 

her voice regarding her racial identity early on.   44

Given Mary Catlett’s training and career choice, in combination with John 

Catlett’s career as a professor of mathematics before his death, it follows that the Catlett 

children were raised with a firm commitment to education, which has been noted by 

many biographers, including Herzog. For instance, in Elizabeth Catlett: An American 

Artist in Mexico Herzog references this commitment to education, which she claims was 

 Elizabeth Catlett Interview with Glory Van Scott, December 8, 1981, as quoted from 44

Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist,18.
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the product of the dedication of her grandmother and mother.  Catlett knew she was for45 -

tunate to have had access to opportunities that many other Blacks of her generation did 

not, and she worked hard to make the most use of that privilege. 

After her graduation from Washington’s segregated Dunbar High School in 1931, 

Catlett wanted to pursue art at Carnegie Institute of Technology in Pittsburg.  Despite be-

ing praised for her work throughout the entrance examinations, Catlett was ultimately 

denied admission because of her race.  Deciding instead to enroll at Howard University, 46

an historically Black university, Catlett found a rich intellectual environment that laid the 

foundation not only for her education, but also for her artistic practice and social ac-

tivism. Howard University was established in 1890 to foster a community of Black intel-

lectuals that would engage, influence, and transform the public sphere.  Founded on 47

W.E.B. DuBois’s idea of the “Talented Tenth”—that the top ten percent of the Black pop-

ulation would work to elevate the rest—Howard University sought to combine public en-

gagement and academic intellectualism to create a new breed of scholar-activist that 

would work toward social equality for African Americans.  In the era of Jim Crow and 

racial segregation, Black colleges and universities were often the only education option 

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 14-15.45

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 16.46

 Zachary R. Williams, In Search of the Talented Tenth: Howard University Public Intel47 -
lectuals and the Dilemmas of Race, 1926-1970 (Columbia, MO: University of Missouri 
Press, 2009), 4.
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available to Black students in the U.S.  Ironically, it was this segregation that contributed 48

to the concentration of intellectual thought found at all Black institutions such as Howard. 

Such a rise of intellectualism among Black college students and faculty coincided with 

the intellectual and creative activism of the New Negro Movement, a force of support for 

African American citizens in the struggle against systemic racism.  Howard University 

grew significantly in the early and mid-twentieth century and was the focus of Zachary R. 

Williams’s book The Talented Tenth, in which he argues that the rise of Howard Universi-

ty in proximity to the nation's capital contributes to the placement of Washington, D.C. in 

the company of Harlem and Chicago in terms of its significance in the New Negro 

Movement.   49

Considered the “Capstone of Negro Education,” Howard University flourished 

under the direction of its first African American president, Mordecai Johnson, whose ten-

ure from 1926 to 1960 was marked by his polarizing personality. Johnson recognized that 

Black populations were not enrolled at four-year state-supported schools or receiving 

federal funds at rates proportional to their white counterparts.  With funding and advoca-

cy support from organizations such as the Rockefeller Foundation and Rosenwald Fund, 

Johnson worked with supporters and critics alike to address these deficits by “supplying 

 Jim Crow era began with the end of the Civil War in 1865, when a series of laws were 48

passed enacting legally enforced racial segregation, and continued until the passage of the 
Civil Rights Act in 1964, which legally repealed these laws and ended the era of Jim 
Crow. See Matthew M. Briones, Jim and Jap Crow: A Cultural History of 1940s Interra-
cial America (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2012).

 Williams, The Talented Tenth, 14.49
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the need for professional and educational leadership throughout the country.”  In an ef50 -

fort to present Howard University as a model for the country, Johnson was responsible 

for initiatives such as improvements to the medical and law schools, seeking university 

accreditation, and increasing faculty.   For example, during the 1930-31 academic year, 51

the year before Catlett enrolled, the university added 63 faculty members and teaching 

assistants to its staff.    52

Defined by Richard J. Powell in Black Art: A Cultural History, the “New Negro” 

was an “enlightened, politically astute, African American;” but Powell went a step fur-

ther, connecting the “New Negro” specifically to the arts.  To be sure, this movement 53

involved in particular constructing a new, modern, urban Black identity through the pro-

duction of art. Howard University was also home to the first art department at a Black 

university and an art history department that boasted philosopher and Rhodes Scholar 

Alain Locke as a member of the faculty, both factors that impacted Catlett’s undergradu-

ate studies at the university. This establishment of art history departments in Black col-

leges and universities deserves more scholarly attention. For instance, the key study on 

 Julius Rosenwald and Edwin Embree, both representing the Rosenwald Foundation, 50

were key figures in the development of Howard University. See Williams, The Talented 
Tenth, 52, and Rayford W. Logan, Howard University: The First Hundred Years 
1867-1967, (New York, New York University Press, 1968), 260.

 Logan, Howard University, 253.51

 Williams, The Talented Tenth, 51.52

 Richard J. Powell, Black Art: A Cultural History, (London, Thames & Hudson, Ltd., 53

2002), 42.
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the early years of art history in the United States mentions Howard only once and had no 

discussion on race and Black universities as part of the historical narrative.   54

Another Black woman artist of notoriety, Lois Maillou Jones, was among the fac-

ulty at Howard University while Catlett was a student.  In a 1989 interview in Callaloo, 55

Jones describes the importance of the significant people in her life, beginning with her 

parents, who provided encouragement and a sense of community that gave rise to her 

artistic career, a narrative that seems parallel to that of Catlett’s.   And while Catlett was 56

at Howard, Jones, along with other faculty members such as art historian James Herring, 

encouraged Catlett’s creative practice and contributed to her own sense of community.   57

In “An Aesthetic of Blackness,” bell hooks talks about the political nature of cultural 

production and how important the support of creativity is in the struggle against persis-

tent racism.  Through support and encouragement, a community of Black artists were 

able to define an aesthetics of Blackness that connected them with their displaced cultural 

past.  For hooks, Maillou Jones illustrates the power that art has to uplift and serve as an 

 Craig Hugh Smyth and Peter M. Lukehart, The Early Years of Art History in the United 54

States (Princeton: Trustees of Princeton University, 1993). Howard was the only HBCU 
that had an early art history department, but nowhere does the book mention that the in-
stitution was an HBCU.  In other words, out of the 100+ colleges with art history pro-
grams covered by this study, only one was an HBCU, a fact that is entirely overlooked. 
See also Sharon F. Patton, Twentieth-Century America and Modern Art (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1998): 109, 158. 

 Rebecca Vandiver, Designing a New Tradition: Lois Mailou Jones and Aesthetics of 55

Blackness (State College: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2020).

 Charles H. Rowell, “An Interview with Lois Maillou Jones,” Callaloo 39 (Spring 56

1989): 357-378.

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 17.57
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escape, as a coping mechanism for trauma.   Having been mentored by Maillou Jones, 58

Catlett similarly embraced community as a fundamental part of her practice; Catlett’s ed-

ucation and experiences at Howard directly shaped her later artistic work in which she 

found new communities of support, especially in Mexico.  59

Another way that Catlett pursued her focus on community in her art career was 

through teaching. In 1935, Catlett graduated cum laude from Howard University with a 

BS in Art and quickly accepted a teaching position in the public school system in 

Durham, North Carolina. Catlett had become increasingly active in political causes while 

at Howard, through her involvement in progressive student organizations on campus and 

by participating in social and political protests.   In this public school position, and being 60

new to the segregated US South, she continued her dedication to activist practices and 

became particularly involved with the cause for equitable pay for Black teachers.  61

Based on recommendations she received while in North Carolina, Catlett enrolled 

in the graduate program at the University of Iowa in 1937, again situating herself north of 

the Mason Dixon line.  As one of only two Black students in the art department, Catlett 

studied under Grant Wood who introduced her to his disciplined process of working and 

 bell hooks, “An Aesthetic of Blackness,” in Yearning: Race, Gender, and Cultural Poli58 -
tics, (Boston: South End Press, 1990), 105.

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 5.59

 Elizabeth Catlett Interview with Glory Van Scott, December 8, 1981, as quoted from 60

Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist,18.

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 18.  I am still verifying the source, but it is inter61 -
esting to note that Catlett worked with future Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall 
was on this issue of equitable pay.
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reworking an image.  Wood taught his students to begin a work of art with a line drawing, 

which was transferred to a diagram from which the original drawing was reworked.  

From this stage, the drawing was recreated onto brown paper, using charcoal and chalk to 

identify the values of the lines. Finally, the image was produced on canvas as a painting, 

limited to three or four colors.  This approach, along with his encouragement to work 

with “something that you know the most about” influenced Catlett’s work for the remain-

der of her career.   In 1940, Catlett graduated, becoming the first person—not just the 62

first woman or the first Black woman—in the university’s history to receive a Master of 

Fine Art in Sculpture.  

Catlett’s thesis at Iowa, Sculpture and Stone: Negro Mother and Child (fig. 3) 

created a large sculpture exploring the classical theme of mother and child out of Indiana 

limestone. Here we see her pulling from her regional area for materials and inspirations, 

much as she will do later in Mexico. Interlacing the two figures, Catlett explores mother-

hood, particularly as it relates to her own lived experience as a Black woman. Though she 

was not yet a mother herself, the implications of motherhood were quite important to her, 

having been raised by a supportive single mother and strong grandmother.  Catlett’s im-

ages of motherhood also coincide with questions about creativity and art-making, not un-

like other modernists of her time.  From Emil Bisttram’s exploration of a “mother uni-

verse,” to Louise Nevelson whose work explored weddings and the expectations of femi-

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 19-21. On Grant Wood as teacher, see also Mari62 -
lyn Stokstad and Michael W. Cothren, Art History, vol. 2, 4th ed. (New Jersey: Prentice 
Hall, 2011), 1067.
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ninity with the same care, especially in her white wood series.  Catlett already understood 

the creative productivity of motherhood in ways that presaged Merle Ukeles “mainte-

nance art” projects in the 1970s. 

Beginning with sketches, Catlett spent time in the community where her attention 

fell upon an unnamed mother and child, whose closeness of their physical relationship 

she observed with care. In watching the pair, she noted, “it was quite evident that…the 

two seemed always closer, always more compact,” expressing her interest in how they 

shared physical and emotional space.  From this metaphorical and literal closeness, she 63

began to form an idea that led her to working with stone, as opposed to wood which was 

often her choice of material.  Her choice of material is particularly interesting in that 

Catlett recognizes the compactness of the stone and the patience required to work with 

the material, paralleling the closeness and patience required in motherhood. Catlett would 

continue to explore symbolically meaningful materials throughout her career, including 

her time in Mexico, which I will discuss in later chapters. 

After her graduation from Iowa, Catlett accepted a position on the faculty at Dil-

lard University in New Orleans, Louisiana in the Fall of 1940. While this wasn’t Catlett’s 

first teaching appointment, it was a significant career boost to land a faculty position at a 

 Although Catlett does not elaborate on her use of the word “community,” it seems im63 -
plied that she meant within the town of Ames, Iowa, where the State University was lo-
cated. Alice Elizabeth Catlett, “Sculpture in stone: Negro mother and child,” MFA Thesis, 
State University of Iowa, 1940, 3.
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university just after obtaining her MFA.  Dillard was also an historically Black universi64 -

ty, and Catlett’s position there also soon earned her the professional recognition of an 

administrative role, as she was named Art Department Chair in 1940.  While at Dillard, 

however, Catlett experienced some serious discrimination that profoundly affected her, 

inciting her to action and ultimately pushing her to consider relocating to Mexico.  For 

instance, she reached out to the NAACP on behalf of students she felt were wrongfully 

arrested in an incident involving a city bus.   On another occasion, she creatively cir65 -

cumnavigated segregation ordinances in order to give her students equitable access to 

original art in museums, something that was a serious setback for Black art students prior 

to the Civil Rights laws passed in the 1960s.  The Delgado Museum at the time, now 66

known as the New Orleans Museum of Art, was hosting a large Picasso exhibition that 

Catlett had previously seen at the Chicago Institute of Art as a graduate student and that 

she felt her students needed to see, considering Picasso’s canonical role in modernist and 

 The importance of teaching for women artists in the US, which allowed them to gain 64

professional status as artists at a time when galleries and museums were privileging male 
artists, deserves more study. For instance, Georgia O’Keeffe, like Catlett, went from be-
ing a school teacher to a faculty member at a college and head of the art department after 
her studies at Columbia Teacher’s College in 1916. O’Keeffe’s commitment to and seri-
ousness in teaching can be compared to Catlett’s. On this, see Amy Von Lintel, Georgia 
O’Keeffe’s Wartime Texas Letters (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2020).  
See also the role of women’s teaching discussed in Von Lintel and Roos, Three Women 
Artists, (forthcoming 2021). 

 Lewis, The Art of Elizabeth Catlett, 15.65

 On this, see also the efforts by other artists, including Sills and Reynal. The Jeanne 66

Reynal Papers in the Archives of American Art include letters describing the couple’s do-
nation of money and art to Tougaloo College in Alabama in the early 1960s to ensure stu-
dent access to original contemporary art in the segregated south.  See Jeanne Reynal pa-
pers, 1942-1968, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution.
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abstract art.  The museum did not officially prohibit Black visitors but the surrounding 

park in which the museum was located did. This example illustrates just how tricky seg-

regation laws and discrimination could be. But Catlett realized she could play the system 

and figured out a way to bus her students directly to the front door of the museum so that 

they never set foot on the park property.  Catlett understood not only the aesthetic signif67 -

icance of the exhibition, but also the social and political importance of getting her stu-

dents in to see the show.  Many of them, even as college-level art students, had never 

been to a museum. Smartly, Catlett coordinated with a male faculty member from Sophie 

Newcomb Memorial College, which was Tulane University’s all-white coordinate 

women’s college, and together they arranged the visit for a Monday when the museum 

was closed to public. They delivered all of her 160 students directly to the museum. This 

important example shows Catlett being willing to work both within her Black communi-

ty, but also to cooperate outside of that community to get her goals achieved.  This fore-

shadows her openness to build cross-racial communities in Mexico, such as the one at 

Taller de Gráfica Popular or TGP, a discussion of which to follow in later chapters.  

In the summer of 1941, between her first and second year at Dillard, Catlett stud-

ied ceramics at the Art Institute of Chicago, where she roomed with Margaret Burroughs, 

one of the founders and key figures of the South Side Community Center, a center of cre-

ative production in Chicago.   From the mid 1920s, Harlem in New York had been in the 68

midst of a rebirth of Black art, intellectualism, and resistance as part of the larger New 

 Fax, Seventeen Black Artists, 22.67
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Negro Movement.   Similarly, Chicago was host to a parallel cultural movement. While 69

in Chicago that summer, therefore, at the age of 26, Catlett spent time with many artists 

and creatives, including her future husband and fellow artist Charles White. This period 

also marks Catlett’s introduction to the ideology and workings of the communist party in 

the U.S., and although she never formally joined, she carried that interest with her to 

Mexico, where communist and leftist ideology was strong.  70

Upon Catlett’s return to New Orleans in the fall of 1941, it became apparent that 

while sharing the designation of an historically Black university, Dillard had not adopted 

the model of Howard discussed above, and did not espouse the same ideals to foster, en-

courage, and support art as essential to the intellectual development of Black students. 

Frustrated by Dillard’s administration over many issues, including an extension of pay 

that required teaching over the summer months, Catlett resigned her position at the uni-

versity in 1942.  71

In late 1941, Catlett married White, whom she had met in Chicago earlier that 

year. The two moved together to New York City, where Catlett joined the faculty of 

George Washington Carver School, a community school in Harlem, New York. There, 

Catlett taught a diverse mix of children from all over Harlem and she began noticing the 

divisions between her Latinx and Black students. Often at odds with each other, the stu-
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dents’ interactions, according to Herzog, began to change under her direction.  This 72

shows Catlett’s growing sensitivity to the shared minority status of these two communi-

ties, despite their clear differences—something she would continue to respond to and 

build upon in Mexico. Moreover, in addition to teaching, Catlett took on the school’s 

marketing projects, for which she printed posters and advertisements to distribute in the 

community, a skill she later refined during her years at the TGP.   

Another aspect of diversity that Catlett began to recognize during her time in New 

York City was class difference, and she started to expand her experiences beyond her rel-

atively sheltered middle-class upbringing.   Carver was a community school for the 73

working poor of Harlem, which opened Catlett’s eyes to the multiplicity of oppression 

experienced by Blacks and especially Black women, realizing that their economic cir-

cumstances in addition to their race and gender collectively shaped their everyday lives.   74

This realization of the intersectionality of diversity, something I explored in my introduc-

tion, became especially significant in fostering Catlett’s progressive political views and 

activism during her time in Mexico.  

While Catlett and White were living in New York, and with Catlett’s assistance, 

White applied for and received a Rosenwald Fellowship in 1942 to fund his study at the 

Art Students League and the production of the mural The Contribution of the Negro to 

Democracy in America, which was to be painted on the walls of a theater at Hampton 
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University, a historically Black university in Hampton, Virginia.  Again we see the vast 75

importance of Black colleges and universities in the promotion of Black artists’ careers. 

With his fellowship renewed in 1943, White completed the project in June of that year. 

Along with Black higher education institutions, another key support structure for 

Black artists in the U.S.—which funded both White and Catlett—was the Rosenwald 

Foundation. Julius Rosenwald, co-partner with Richard Sears in the founding of the retail 

and mail-order giant Sears, Roebuck, was one of the most prolific philanthropists of the 

early 20th century. While Rosenwald is lesser-known today, his ideas on “giving” and 

social betterment were considered radical in that he viewed the accumulation and preser-

vation of wealth as including the social responsibility of effective redistribution of mon-

ey. Adopting the slogan “give while you live,” Rosenwald’s philanthropy centered around 

the idea of “giving” one’s accumulated wealth to causes in which one believed, but 

specifically within one’s own generation.   Rosenwald’s Jewish heritage made him no 76

stranger to discrimination and he became particularly sympathetic to the struggle of 

Black Americans. Rosenwald cultivated a diverse circle of friends who included prom-

inent Black leaders like Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. Du Bois, whose experiences 
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and guidance contributed to the alignment of his philanthropy with organizations like the 

NAACP.    77

Rosenwald established his self-named fellowship fund in 1917 “for philanthropic, 

charitable, or educational purposes” for the “well-being of mankind.”  Over time, he re78 -

fined his plan for the fund to reflect his commitment specifically to improving the educa-

tion, health, and opportunities for Blacks in the United States through a variety of funding 

streams.  In keeping with his philosophy of giving, Rosenwald made the unique stipula-

tion that the entirety of the endowment, both principal and interest, be exhausted within 

twenty years of his death; this stipulation forced the committees distributing the money to 

spend it widely and to fund dozens of talented Black citizens.  While this mandated ces79 -

sation of the fund has contributed to Rosenwald’s lack of credit and recognition today, the 

myriad projects supported by the fund, including its most effective—the Fellowship Pro-

gram—set both intellectual and economic foundations for the Civil Rights Movement of 

the 1960s. It also served as a key means for art and artists to be a driving force in this 

movement. Active from 1928 to 1948, the Rosenwald Fellowship Program awarded $1.65 

million dollars to support one, two, and three year fellowships for 587 Blacks and 278 

whites, making it the arguably the largest and most influential single patron of Black arts 
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and letters ever.   Alongside Edwin Rogers Embree, the fund’s only president, Rosen80 -

wald strategically supported the talents and careers of the Black community through the 

Fellowship Program, not only accepting the highest quality candidates, but also encour-

aging them to teach and share their knowledge with the public, a strategy that significant-

ly helped to combat racism in the U.S. and that spread art education as a key facet of the 

Black experience. 

Catlett was supportive in White’s successful Rosenwald application and she trav-

elled with her husband to Hampton while he completed the proposed mural project. Then, 

in 1943, in the midst of World War II, she submitted her own fellowship application. 

Catlett’s plan of work included six months of study in stone and wood carving, culminat-

ing in a sculpture of Black agricultural and industrial workers, to be placed at an unde-

termined Black “agricultural and technical school” in the south.   Again, Catlett was 81

committed to bringing original art to the Black public in the south  who ere experiencing 

the oppression of segregation, much as she had during her teaching tenure at Dillard. 

Catlett’s application was rejected by the committee, who expressed an interest in her 

project although it was not one of the forty-two projects selected among the hundreds of 

candidates.  Perhaps in part because of her rejection from a funding structure from 82
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which her husband received money, which would have been hard for any couple sharing 

the same career goals, Catlett’s marriage to White began to show significant strain. As 

seen in interviews regarding Catlett—including one with Marvel Cooke, Catlett’s friend, 

and John Biggers, who was a fellow artist, former student of Catlett, and friend of both 

Catlett and White—Catlett had grown tired of performing all the domestic duties that 

White expected of her, activities that took her away from her own creative practice.  

Catlett and White “started having big arguments … He would sit home all day and draw, 

and wait for me to come home and give him his dinner, give him his breakfast in the 

morning, and all that.”  Catlett recalls “getting very tired of it.”  Interestingly, in an in83 -

terview with Betty L. Hoag for the Archives of American Art, Charles White recalls trav-

eling to Mexico with Catlett “on their own,” a phrase that hesitates to give credit to 

Catlett having received the Rosenwald Grant that financed their trip; after being rejected 

in 1943, she reapplied and was successful in 1946.   Adding to Catlett’s frustration, 84

White often received compliments on work that was actually done by Catlett.  In short, 

she felt overshadowed and held back by White, and they decided to end their union, a de-

cision not unlike so many other women artists in the U.S. at that time, including Elaine de 

Kooning, who in 1957 separated from her husband Willem, and lived apart from him un-
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til the mid 1970s.  Because of the couple’s parallel aesthetics and Catlett’s real or per85 -

ceived secondary status to White, Catlett began to increasingly focus on sculpture and on 

the subject matter of women’s issues as a way to distance her own work from that of her 

husband.   Catlett’s master’s degree work at the State School of Iowa focused on sculp86 -

ture, so this shift in focus could be interpreted as a return to three-dimensional work, 

rather than simply a shift away from the two-dimensional work of White. 

In 1944, after completion of his Rosenwald Fellowship, White was drafted into 

the US Army and stationed at Camp Ellis, Illinois, for basic training. He was then trans-

ferred to Jefferson Barracks in Missouri to fight the floodwaters of the Mississippi and 

Ohio Rivers, where he developed pleurisy and was sent to a base hospital to recuperate. 

Eventually, in 1946, White was given a medical discharge from the Army.   As men87 -

tioned above, Catlett again applied for and was awarded her own Rosenwald Fellowship 

that year. Catlett recognized that an important topic for her to address in her art was 

Black women, who in the U.S. had long suffered the “double handicap of race and sex” 

that perpetuated stereotypes of the Black woman as cook, housemaid, or nurse instead of 
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professional artist, for instance.  Though she would not have referred to this “double 88

handicap” in Crenshaw’s terms of intersectionality, Catlett was quite progressive in her 

commitment to the Black woman’s challenges as subject matter for her Rosenwald 

project. Her application stated in part that she would produce a series of sculptures, paint-

ings, and prints devoted to “the role of Negro women in shaping the democratic process 

of our country.”  This phrasing is key, as it gives agency to Black women as historical 89

change agents, rather than just passive victims. Catlett spent the first year of her fellow-

ship developing her ideas while she was still living in Harlem and working and teaching 

at the Carver School. To be sure, she felt she was experiencing that “double handicap” 

herself as she tried to balance marital life, a teaching career, and a studio art practice.  Her 

lack of productivity also enhanced her sensitivity to the subject matter, one could say. 

Catlett recognized her struggle to create work and then altered her original plan for the 

project.  In her renewal application for a second year of the fellowship, Catlett introduced 

travel to Mexico as part of her project. There, she said she would study the techniques 

Mexican artists employed in reaching broad sections of the population through their pub-

lic art projects, arguing that she could similarly reach the people of her community by 

learning these methods.   But it was also an important change in her lifestyle, taking her 90

away from the requirements of teaching for instance, that would enable her to focus on 
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her work in Mexico in ways she could not in New York. Once she arrived in Mexico in 

1946, she was indeed able to find a new productivity and to create a cohesive body of 

work on the subject of the Black woman. 

When Catlett left for Mexico, the U.S. was in a period of jarring transition—the 

postwar era when Black soldiers were returning home after fighting for their country 

alongside all other American citizens only to find that they were still subjected to oppres-

sion and segregation. This period saw on the one hand the growing tensions of the Cold 

War, where the U.S. was increasing committed to holding back the spread of commu-

nism, and on the other hand a buildup to the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s. We 

will recall that the Brown v. Board of Education trial took place in 1954, setting the stage 

for school desegregation. And, of course in the U.S., the two developments of anti-com-

munism and Civil Rights activism were deeply intertwined. Communist propaganda was 

increasingly targeted at Black Americans, arguing that they would find equity and equali-

ty in communism, whereas US capitalism was deeply discriminatory. In this context, the 

New Negro Movement—which Catlett had participated in while a student at Howard 

University in the 1930s and as a faculty member at Dillard University between 1940 and 

1942—and the Harlem Renaissance, which she participated in while at Carver, had estab-

lished important foundations of the role of the arts in the Black fight for equal rights. Us-

ing her past experiences as inspiration for her work with the Rosenwald Fellowship, but 

with a new commitment specifically to the Black woman as a subject matter, Catlett 

found a community of support for her life and career in Mexico.  
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CHAPTER II  

1947 to the Cold War 

When Catlett applied for a renewal of her Rosenwald Fellowship in the summer 

of 1946, she submitted an altered vision for the project, which included a visit to Mexico. 

She felt that her fellowship work and artistic practice would not progress unless she were 

to leave the distractions and challenges of her life in New York City.  Catlett also saw the 

benefits of learning firsthand the public outreach techniques Mexican artists had utilized. 

With the $2000 of fellowship funds in hand, she and White departed for Mexico. Catlett’s 

plan included a year of sculpture study at the Escuela de Pintura y Escultura de la Secre-

taría de Educación Pública, also known as “The Esmerelda,” and also time spent as a 

guest artist at the print collective of the TGP, where she created a series of works on pa-

per dedicated to African American women entitled I Am the Negro Woman.   El Taller de 91

Gráfica Popular, known in English as the “Workshop for Popular Graphic Arts,” was 

founded 1936 as a catalyst for political discourse, with the goal of using art to advance 

social issues.   It seems interesting that she would go to Mexico to find a subject matter 92

so close to home for her—the Black woman—but Catlett felt that this exposure to a new 

community with different perspectives on race and gender would strengthen her project. 
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A series of fifteen linoleum prints (figs. 4-18), I Am the Negro Woman is a broad 

and diverse collection of images that seek to illuminate the experiences of Black women 

in their struggle for equal rights in the U.S.  The subjects range from anonymous women 

workers (figs. 5-7), to specific heroines of culture and history, including portraits of So-

journer Truth, Harriet Tubman, and Phyllis Wheatley (figs. 9-11). The contrast between 

these famous women and everyday figures is powerful, as it undermines the common 

trope in African American history of the “exceptional Black woman” to show the impor-

tance of women’s intellectual, political, and manual labor on equal terms.  For instance, 

In Harriet Tubman: I Helped Hundreds to Freedom (fig. 10), Catlett draws attention to 

Tubman’s face with the negative space to its right opening up into the background broken 

only by the figure’s muscular outstretched arm, which also illustrates her power, strength, 

and determination, in addition to her protective quality over the figures to her right, her 

arm serving as both guide and shelter. In contrast, In the Field (fig. 6) is a depiction of an 

anonymous but monumental woman working in the fields, the viewer’s attention directed 

to her labor through the intersecting diagonals of the hoe in her hands and the cultivated 

rows of crops that extend into the distance.  She represents productivity, fertility, and 

manual as well as emotional strength. Her face shadowed beneath her prominent hat is 

not clearly defined, emphasizing her identity as representative of a collective group rather 

than a named individual. 

Inspired by the focused clarity and narrative story-telling aspects of Jacob 

Lawrence’s Migration Series, a project also funded by the Rosenwald Fellowship (fig. 

19), Catlett combined the stark visual language of figural prints with powerful captions.  
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To be sure, certain sets of the prints in the series read almost like an illustrated book de-

scribing the political and social activism of Black women (fig. 12), their achievement of 

education against the odds (fig. 13), in being imprisoned both literally and figuratively by 

the system (figs. 14-16), and in facing death at every turn (fig. 17). The majority of the 

images in the series are starkly black and white with rough marks of thick ink lines that 

mimic the humble subject and symbolically show the wrinkles earned by labor and old 

age, as well as the furrows in the land worked by women for centuries. These prints ren-

dered in black ink on white paper emphasize the stark color divide in the U.S. between 

Black and white citizens. Moreover, the use of thick, stark black ink in these prints, in 

contrast to Jacob Lawrence’s regular use of brown shapes for the bodies in his series, 

presages the color use of later artists, such as Carrie James Marshall, to emphasize the 

cultural meanings of “Blackness” and how it doesn’t coincide with the wide variety of 

actual skin tones of humans (fig. 20). 

Catlett’s use of the thick marks of the linocut technique further emphasizes the 

contrast between the black ink and the white paper, the positive and negative spaces, 

again underscoring differences in race.  Linocut is a reductive process and the quality of 

line produced is rougher and thicker than the fine lines of an engraving.  The lines allow 

positive and negative space to play off of one another, enhancing the contrast between 

black and white that has racial as well as aesthetic meaning.  For example, in My Role 

Has Been Important in the Struggle to Organize the Unorganized (fig. 12), Catlett uses 

the medium to distinguish Black figures from white, utilizing the lines of the linocut to 

emphasize the anger and frustration present in the face of the primary figure. But the way 
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the print works, with the empty paper signaling the white forms, it is interesting to note 

that white skin is “absence” of ink here, while darker skin has the presence of ink—it is 

literally “of color,” adding symbolic meaning as well.  

Other prints in the series have bold spot color, such as I Have Given the World My 

Songs (fig. 8), which adds a bit of a dreamscape of images coming from the song lyrics, 

or the glowing orange of the final image (fig. 18) that is both earthy and heavenly at the 

same time. The color punctuates the viewer’s experience moving through the series, caus-

ing the viewer to pause much like a comma in a sentence. The use of color images for the 

first and last prints in the series (figs. 4 and 18) creates a kind of “book cover” aspect for 

the collection.  Both of these images also include close-ups of the heads of two strong 

Black women. In the first image, “the front cover” image, we see only a woman’s face 

with deep chiaroscuro or shadowing effects that enhance the drama and emotion of the 

portrait. Her eyes don’t look at the viewer but instead into the distance at the left, as if 

planning for the future with resolve. Her brows and her jaw are firm and set in a way that 

parallels this fierce resolve to enact a better future. This woman does not look like a vic-

tim but like a mother and a hero. Catlett’s use of linocut, with its thick, rough mark mak-

ing, delineating the hard lines of the face, accentuating the furrowed brow and deep shad-

ows under the eyes. The image is small, approximately five and a quarter inches high by 

four inches wide, which requires examination from close up, putting the viewer and the 

subject face to face.  In the final image, “the back cover” image, we see a face again, but 

it is upturned, looking up into the top right corner of the image.  The crosshatching of the 

linocut emphasizes how her long neck is straining to look upward and the broad planes of 
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her face are surrounded by the vibrant orange of the background.  This image is simulta-

neously hopeful and imploring.  These first and last images are individual, anonymous, 

and ageless, as if they represent an “every Black woman” without being overly essential-

izing.   

In the “Statement of Plan of Work” for the renewal of her Rosenwald Fellowship, 

Catlett described the ways in which Black women have long suffered in the U.S. because 

of race and gender. She specifically referenced the rape of Mrs. Recy Taylor, the wife of a 

Black soldier in Alabama, as an example for the need to illustrate these inequities in a 

way that would reach a broad audience, including both Black and white viewers.  How93 -

ever, though Catlett saw a diverse public digesting the art of Norman Rockwell in the 

Saturday Evening Post for example, she made the conscious decision to turn away from 

Rockwell’s brand of realism and instead utilized a more modernist aesthetic along the 

lines of Lawrence and Aaron Douglas, but also finding direct inspiration from the artists 

of Mexico.  This inspiration included Mexican muralists such as Diego Rivera, whose 94

figurative and narrative style in works like Sugar Cane (fig. 21), which appeared both as 

a section of a larger mural and as a smaller portable mural, depict race and gender in a 
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style that draws from folk art traditions, not unlike Catlett’s. But Catlett also drew on the 

print aesthetic of the TGP where she became a part of that print community. 

In particular, the narrative quality of graphic art produced by the TGP, and the fact 

that it was so widely circulated, helped shape the national identity of a post-Revolution 

Mexico, one that addressed the problems of its working classes. This use of printed media 

and its distribution to shape national identity in a new era is precisely what Catlett was 

trying to accomplish in the U.S.  Catlett wanted a new kind of art for a new kind of 

America, one that celebrated its citizens of color for their strength, their labor, their intel-

ligence, and their beauty. Theresa Avila specifically compares the TGP’s 1947 portfolio 

Prints of the Mexican Revolution with Catlett’s Negro Woman series, in that both employ 

a close image/text relationship that describes the struggles and strengths of a particular 

group of people.   Alfredo Zalce’s linocut La prensa y la Revolución Mexicana (fig. 22), 95

fills the image with the same thick, dark line quality that Catlett uses in her Negro Woman 

series, symbolically integrating the press with the crowd, connecting it with the people. 

The images in Catlett’s Negro Woman series employ images and words together to 

convey profound but also highly relatable meaning.  Catlett used the written word to con-

nect the images, and to give the images narrative intensity and cohesion.   And when 96

read independently of the images, the titles alone read as poetry, eloquently balancing 
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what is autobiographical and individual with what is collective and shared among nearly 

all Black women in the U.S. 

I am the Negro Woman. 
I have always worked hard in America; in the fields, in other folks’ homes. 
I have given the world my songs. 
In Sojourner Truth I fought for the rights of women as well as Negros. 
In Harriet Tubman I helped hundreds to freedom. 
In Phyllis Wheatley I proved intellectual equality in the midst of slavery. 
My role has been important in the struggle to organize the unorganized.  
I have studied in ever increasing numbers. 
My reward has been bars between me and the rest of the land. 
I have special reservations, special houses.  
And a special fear for my loved ones. 
My right is a future of equality with other Americans. 

By interpreting the titles as a collective poem, Catlett’s words become a manifesto 

of sorts. When read together, the titles read like a book, with a perforative aspect that en-

hances the connection of image and text.  Through the use of “I” in the titles, she personi-

fies the fight for both women and Blacks, two separate categories that overlap in Catlett’s 

lived experience, as discussed in my introduction. Suddenly every Black woman becomes 

Sojourner Truth, Harriet Tubman, and Phyllis Wheatley, along with slave, domestic la-

borer, mother, fighter, scholar, and more.  Catlett is representing values such as hard 

work, bravery, intelligence, creativity, and organization, explaining them as part of the 

American experience, but not simply the Anglo experience.  By employing the techniques 

of the TGP—including the juxtaposition of text and image, the simultaneous simplicity 

and profundity of figural imagery and good design—Catlett opens up the definition of the 

“hard working American” to embrace the experiences of people both in and beyond the 
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borders of the U.S., including North America and Latin America as “American” in pro-

gressive ways. 

In referencing Black women of the past, both famous and anonymous, and in 

connecting them to the present experiences of women like herself, Catlett’s series partici-

pates in an ongoing conversation across time that is a common approach for Black artists, 

writers, and thinkers. For example, Crenshaw, the scholar known best for establishing 

“intersectionality” as part of race theory in 1989, discusses Sojourner Truth’s 1851 ora-

tion “Ain’t I a Woman?” in her now famous essay “Demarginalizing the Intersection of 

Race and Sex.” In a commentary on the contradictions between the myths of “woman-

hood” and the reality of the Black woman’s experience, Crenshaw argues that Truth’s 

oration challenged the cult of “true womanhood” because that cult evolved from a white 

racial context: 

Look at my arm! I have ploughed and planted and gathered into barns, and no 

man could head me — and ain’t I a woman?  I could work as much and eat as 

much as a man — when I could get it — and bear the lash as well!  And ain’t I a 

woman?  I have born thirteen children, and seen most of ‘em sold into slavery, 

and when I cried out with my mother’s grief, none but Jesus heard me — and ain’t 

I a woman? 

If a “universal voice” of womanhood that Crenshaw critiques is in fact defined by 

the white male subjective experience, and therefore is not even accurate for the white 

woman let alone the Black woman, its translation becomes all the more distorted as it is 

applied to those who have fewer and fewer cultural, economic, or social commonalities 
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with the white patriarchy.   In The Negro Woman series, Catlett similarly examines the 97

invisible work done by Black women throughout history, both through collective contri-

butions and through individual achievements, such as those of Truth, Tubman, and 

Wheatley, or of herself as the creator of the series. She challenges the received definitions 

of womanhood by highlighting the particular historical importance of Black women, and 

interestingly she does so from Mexico and with the influence of Mexican art. 

Although modest in scale compared to White’s mural project completed in 1943 

(fig. 23) or the sixty panels Lawrence produced in his Migration Series compared to 

Catlett’s sixteen prints, Schulman considers Catlett’s to be one of the most powerful 

projects to come out of the Rosenwald fund.   Its focus on women’s history and women’s 98

roles sets it apart from the two other artists; but also its creative use of text and viewer 

involvement with the first person, all add up to an incredible achievement and rightfully 

solidified Catlett’s place in the canon of African American art.   But it should also not go 99

unnoticed that the series was completed outside the U.S. at a time when Catlett’s women 

counterparts in the U.S.—both Black and white—were deeply struggling for critical at-

tention and career success in a cut-throat, racist, and patriarchal art world. In Ninth Street 

Women, Gabriel discusses numerous white women artists working diligently alongside 
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their male colleagues but receiving diminished critical acclaim and sales prices because 

of their gender. They faced deep institutional bias that relegated women artists to hobby-

ists, to an amateur status. Even when a woman was able to achieve inclusion in a museum 

exhibition, success and recognition were not guaranteed. Gabriel illustrates this point 

with Grace Hartigan, whose work was included in a 1954 exhibition at the Museum of 

Modern Art in New York. Filled with pride and dressed to the nines, Hartigan attended 

the exhibition opening only to discover that no one knew who she was and she spent the 

rest of the evening “wandering around like an anonymous spectator.”  In contrast, 100

Catlett, who had relocated to Mexico in this era, found a more inclusive and respectful 

environment that not only allowed for her participation, but expected it and acknowl-

edged her for it. 

One of the key factors for the success of Catlett’s series, I argue, was the fact that 

she completed it at the TGP, which allowed to focus her storytelling through the lens of 

printmaking, but also that respected her creativity and productivity in ways the New York 

art world did not.   Before her arrival in Mexico, Catlett had become aware of the activ101 -

ities of the TGP collective in the 1940s through U.S. exhibitions of their work in Chicago, 

Washington, and New York.  She met several of the collective’s artists, such as Ignacio 

Aguirre and José Chávez Morado, through her membership in the Artists’ Union.   102

 Mary Gabriel, Ninth Street Women, 548.100

 Schulman, A Force for Change, 69.101

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 56.102
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Mexican muralism has often been seen as the precursor to TGP, but in her article 

“El Taller de Gráfica Popular and the Chronicles of Mexican History and Nationalism,” 

Avila provides evidence that makes this hierarchical interpretation problematic.  Accord-

ing to her, the two movements actually organized in a more simultaneous fashion.   103

While messages to the masses from both the muralists and the TGP are similar, their de-

livery methods are not.  Both espoused ideas of the benefits of combining art and politics, 

the importance of collaboration, and the commitment to broad distribution of ideas. But 

Mexican muralism acted on these values by creating stationary works on a grand scale, 

while the TGP in contrast created smaller, portable images as multiples for individual 

consumption in a nimble, ongoing relationship with the people.  Further complicating the 

hierarchical argument, some muralists, such as David Alfaro Siqueiros, were creating 

small numbers of graphic prints in addition to larger mural projects.  It is interesting 104

that Catlett, as a woman and previously a sculptor of large-scale stone pieces, chose to 

align herself with the TGP in Mexico. But the TGP maintained a commitment to gender 

balance among its members, as opposed to the institutions supporting the Mexican mural-

ists that worked exclusively with male artists, such as Rivera, Siqueiros, and José 

Clemente Orozco. While these “Big Three” muralists had assistants of both genders, 

 Avila, “El Taller de Gráfica Popular,” 314.103

 Susan Valerie Richards, “Imaging the Political: El Taller de Gráfica Popular in Mexi104 -
co, 1937-1949,” Ph.D. diss., University of New Mexico, 1993, 3.
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mural art in Mexico was rarely executed by women as the lead on the projects.  There105 -

fore, it was more manageable for Catlett to make a name for herself and to compete with 

her male counterparts in the field of print.  

The TGP’s practice also intertwined political and artistic commitments, which 

appealed to Catlett as a central part of her art career already. As a collaborative group of 

printmakers, the TGP was prolific in disseminating ideas that challenged established 

norms through the multiplicity and accessibility of the prints, a medium that Catlett was 

familiar with and adept at.   We will remember that in addition to teaching all forms of 106

media at her previous teaching positions in the U.S., Catlett was also printed posters and 

flyers for publicity and marketing at the Carver School.  

The membership of the TGP grew throughout the 1940s.  The collective had many 

guest artists, both male and female, but Mariana Yampolsky and Catlett, both Americans, 

were the collective’s first permanent female members.   While working at the collec107 -

 An important exception to this is the work of New York-born artists Marion and Grace 105

Greenwood, sisters who did five murals as lead artist in Mexico. See Karen Chernick, 
“The Brooklyn-born Sisters Diego Rivera Dubbed “The Greatest Living Women Mural 
Painters,” Artsy, Mar. 19, 2018, online at: https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-
brooklyn-born-sisters-diego-rivera-dubbed-the-greatest-living-women-mural-painters.

 The founding members of the TGP were Leopoldo Méndez, Pablo O’Higgins, Luis 106

Arenal, and Ignacio Aguirre. These artists were later joined by Alfredo Zalce, Raúl An-
guiano, José Chávez Morado, Francisco Dosamantes, Jesús Escobedo, Roberto Berdicio, 
Ididoro Ocampa, Francisco Mora, and Ángel Bracho. See especially Arturo García Bus-
tos, “El Taller de Gráfica Popular: A Personal History,” in El Taller de Gráfica Popular: 
Vida y Arte (Athens, GA: Georgia Museum of Art, 2015), 14. 

 Richards, “Imaging the Political,” 105.  It is noteworthy that the first full members of 107

the TGP were double minorities of women and foreigners.  This demonstrated inclusion 
and progressiveness deserves further examination.
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tive, Catlett met Francisco Mora, a fellow artist and TGP member, and a Mexican citizen.  

Catlett’s marriage to White continued to show signs of strain in this era, and in 1947, she 

returned to the U.S. briefly and the two divorced.  Catlett was always reserved in talk108 -

ing about her personal relationships, but it is clear that she quickly married Mora upon 

her return, further solidifying her ties to Mexico. 

Much like the Mexican Muralists showing their willingness to work closely with 

non-Mexican artists in their projects, the TGP also included foreign artists among their 

members. However, the artists from abroad who came to Mexico to work with muralists 

like Rivera were mostly short-term encounters that nevertheless deeply informed those 

artists’ work.  In the case of Jackson Pollock, for example, his direct contact with Mexico 

was brief, including a short trip to Ensenada, and his exposure to the Mexican muralists 

was more through encounters in Los Angeles and New York; yet Pollock was deeply in-

spired by Mexican art, a fact recently traced in the exhibition Vida Americana at the 

Whitney Museum of American Art.  The TGP, in contrast, brought on foreign and mi109 -

nority artists as members and equal partners, not temporary assistants on projects. These 

artists included US Americans Catlett and White, as well as Yampolsky, German-born 

Josef and Anni Albers, and Clara Porset, who was Cuban.  All foreign artists, including 110

Yampolsky and Catlett, participated in the collective first as “temporary members.” But 

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 49.108

 Ellen G. Landau, Mexico and American Modernism (New Haven and London: Yale 109

University Press, 2013), 66. See also Haskell, ed., Vida Americana. 

 Ryan, ed., In a Cloud, In a Wall, In a Chair, 46.110
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in time, both Catlett and Yampolsky became full members and established residency in 

Mexico.  As the first female members of the collective, they were nonetheless wel111 -

comed as equal and valued colleagues at the TGP.  It provided them a collaborative expe-

rience where their creative labor was valued on equal terms as that of the other members, 

and both gained a new sense of community belonging despite being in a foreign country. 

These aspects assisted their level of seriousness and their productivity.  In turn, their 

membership allowed the TGP to promote itself as an international center for progressive, 

inclusive artistic creation. This relationship was reciprocally beneficial to all members, 

lending legitimacy to each individual artist, to the collective as a whole, and to each 

project it produced.  In addition, the two women, along with founder Pablo O’Higgins, 112

were the only U.S.-born permanent members of TGP.  O’Higgins was born Paul 113

Stevenson but changed his name upon moving to Mexico; while a founding member of 

the TGP, he was also involved in the Mexican muralism movement, again strengthening 

the argument of the simultaneous efforts of muralists and the print collective rather than 

the former leading to the latter.  

One thing that enhanced the community bonds of the TGP members was the ex-

pectation that they would all, regardless of temporary or permanent status, attend and par-

ticipate in weekly meetings and group critique.  Each artist was expected to present work 

and offer feedback for others, which made the collective function almost like an art 

 Richards, “Imagining the Political,” 105.111

 Richards, “Imagining the Political,” 108.112

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 81.113
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school and contributed to the communally supportive relationships of the artists. Susan 

Valerie Richards’s dissertation “Imagining the Political: El Taller de Gráfica Popular in 

Mexico, 1937-1949” records Yampolsky’s thoughts about the group participation aspect 

of the TGP: “It was scary at first. You were expected to criticize the others’ work - every-

one’s! Even the great Méndez! Everyone got their turn, to criticize and be criticized. Our 

art was better for it.”  We can assume that Catlett likewise benefited from this practice. 114

As discussed above, Catlett embraced community in broadly defined terms, and 

drew upon community relationships in her career and her art.   She investigated and cul115 -

tivated Black community relationships in all of her endeavors prior to moving to Mexico, 

while she built connections with white and Latinx communities in her teaching positions. 

Catlett was consistently engaged with her various communities as activist, educator, and 

artist.  It should come as no surprise that upon her arrival in Mexico she quickly sought 

out a similar community and found a home in the cooperative atmosphere of the TGP. 

Bell hooks’s Yearning: Race, Gender, and Cultural Politics addresses the role of 

women in building Black community. Hooks stresses the importance of “home” as a 

place of renewal and self-recovery, a place to establish social expectations, and a site of 

resistance.  As the traditional keeper of the home, women have played an integral role 116

in the search for and establishment of cultural and racial identity. Through her essays, 

hooks views art—defined as all creative endeavors, including writing prose and poetry 

 Richards, “Imagining the Political,” 40.114

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 5.115

 hooks, Yearning, 33-47.116
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and the production visual art—as a way in which displaced Africans are able to connect 

to their cultural past through the cultivation of “home” and belonging, through the bal-

ance of shared and individual practice.   When Catlett relocated to Mexico, she found 117

herself exiled from her previous “home” in the U.S, a reality I will discuss in the follow-

ing chapters. Yet, she was able to connect her experiences as a displaced Black woman 

with that of the men and women she met in Mexico, bridging their differences through 

shared values of creativity and activism.  In other words, she forged a new home for her-

self in Mexico with its foundations in artistic production and community support. 

In addition to providing community, the working methods of the TGP reduced the 

isolation of individual creative practice for many artists, especially for women trying to 

balance family and work.  The TGP’s workplace environment allowed Catlett, for in118 -

stance, to work while pregnant and raising young children, an especially difficult task for 

most female artists. Catlett was able to participate in activities at the TGP around her role 

as a mother and wife, and she describes one such scenario: “I was pregnant with Juan or 

somebody, and so I could only do the squeegee halfway [ . . . . ]  I was squeegeeing away 

on half the paper, and two guys came in who worked silkscreen commercially, and they 

brought us a big screen, and they screened it.”   By utilizing the resources of the collec119 -

tive, Catlett was able to continue to work in spite of the physical limitations of pregnancy. 

She was assisted by her colleagues rather than being judged or cast out. 

 hooks, Yearning, 105.117

 Richards, “Imagining the Political,” 43.118

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 96.119
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Catlett’s professional and domestic realms overlapped in Mexico, but she was not 

alone. Rather, she was part of a larger community of women artists living and working 

there, many of whom connected their domestic duties to their art practice. Often, these 

women explored traditional folk art and craft, such as furniture design and weaving, as 

inspiration for their art—meshing home life and art in interesting ways.   For instance, 120

Anni Albers and Cynthia Sargent (figs. 24-27) created woven textiles in the long tradition 

of women producing fiber arts, but began to draw inspiration from Meso-American 

sculpture and pre-Columbian art. Designer Clara Porset’s furniture (fig. 28) was based on 

traditional designs, but those that offered a distinctly modern interpretation of the Mexi-

can butaque, a traditional sloped-back, low chair.  Asawa’s looped wire artworks (figs. 

29-30) were born from wire weaving techniques traditionally used by indigenous Mexi-

can artisans to make baskets. Like Catlett, these women were able to construct, and were 

supported in constructing, a life that allowed a unique balance of motherhood roles, 

household tasks, and artistic creativity. As mentioned in my introduction, Asawa was 

photographed in her studio as she constructed her looped wire artworks while surround-

ed, and assisted, by her children (fig. 31). 

Catlett’s artistic practice was likewise influenced by her young children.  She ad-

mits to being unable to work on sculptures with children underfoot. Not only does the 

medium require a tremendous amount of space, it is also messy and provides many op-

portunities for little hands to become a nuisance.  During this time, she continued at the 

 Ryan, In a Cloud, 23.120
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TGP, working in the evenings to create prints and participating in the weekly meetings 

and critiques.  Then, when her youngest child started kindergarten in 1955, her practice 

shifted back to sculpture, and she enrolled in the Esmerelda where she could focus more 

on 3d art.   The freedom for parents that comes when young children enter school is not 121

a new concept, but it is one rarely discussed in the biographies of artists—as parenthood 

is often treated as a sideline to the primary narratives of an artist’s career, especially in 

the U.S context. There, the woman artist was expected to be isolated in her professional 

studio, without the burdens of home and family. This was such a common refrain for 

women artists in the U.S. that Willem and Elaine de Kooning are even rumored to have 

joked that what they needed was “a good wife” to help their careers.  This trope can be 122

seen in the dozens of photographs of women artists at work in their studios where chil-

dren are never part of the picture.  Even more common were images publicizing women 123

artists such as Grace Hartigan, Nell Blaine, Louise Nevelson, Helen Frankenthaler, Joan 

Mitchell, Jane Wilson, and many others, posing with their art alone in their studios, but 

primarily showing them as sex icons and creators, but never mothers and homemakers.  124

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 117.121

 Gabriel, Ninth Street Women, 142.122

 See, for instance, photographs of Janice Biala and Helen Frankenthaler at work in 123

their studios from 1956 and 1968 respectively. Online at: https://www.janicebiala.org/
chronology and  https://www.wsj.com/articles/growing-up-with-helen-frankenthaler-on-
cape-cod-1527703140 .

 Dorothy Sieberling, “Women Artists in Ascendance,” Life Magazine (May 13, 1957): 124

74-78.
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Catlett, in contrast, allowed her children to be part of her work-life and expanded 

her work based on themes of motherhood. While Catlett admitted it wasn’t always easy, 

she said that motherhood gave her work “immeasurably more depth [ . . . . ] Raising chil-

dren is the most creative thing I can think of.”   She found a way to feed her creativity 125

while her children were still young, and yet, when she was able to resume her sculpture 

practice, she began incorporating themes of maternity and motherhood, drawn from her 

own lived experiences, and expanded her exploration of themes of womanhood in new 

and productive ways.  For Catlett and her female peers in Mexico, such as Asawa, the 

pressure to appear as the model-artist working alone in the studio seemed less acute or 

present, underscoring the gender-biased U.S. art world from which Catlett found relief 

south of the Mexican border. 

Clearly, Catlett’s work was enriched by motherhood, but her role as mother to 

biracial, Mexican-American children also complicated her Black-white binary so prom-

inent in her Negro Woman series. Born in quick succession in 1947, 1949, and 1951, 

Catlett’s children were also bicultural, the products of a Black U.S. American mother and 

a Mexican father. In Mexico, Catlett not only learned the culture of her new home as a 

transplant, but also as the mother of children born there. She engaged with and digested 

Mexican heritage and nationality through basic nursery rhymes and folk stories.  Through 

the experience of raising her Mexican children, she thus had a unique understanding of 

the culture different from other expatriates, one that shaped her work in notable ways. As 

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 117.125
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she began to emphasize the similarities between Mexican and Black women, and assimi-

late Mexican culture as part of her own identity through her children, Catlett’s portrayal 

of womanhood and motherhood broadened and diversified through her lived experiences 

(figs. 32 and 33).  126

Catlett’s first work in Mexico, The Negro Woman, was firm and focused in its rep-

resentation of Black female identity. However, when looking at two of her works from 

the 1950s, Sharecropper and Indian Woman (figs. 34 and 35) we can see the shift in her 

work toward more inclusive identities. The labor of a poor agricultural worker is not lim-

ited to the U.S. or Mexican experiences, but rather is something held in common among 

many women in both areas. Similarly, the challenges faced by indigenous women in both 

the U.S. and Mexico, both captured by the term “Indian” in her title, are represented in 

her work, which becomes even more about intersectionality, rather than purity, especially 

between Black, Mexican, indigenous, and female identities. To be sure, her pieces begin 

to connect to the rich Mexican tradition of mestizaje in art.  Defined as a mixing of races 

or cultures, mestizaje emerged as a result Spanish and Portuguese colonization of Meso-

America.  In Latin America, especially Mexico, the discourse around mestizaje has large-

ly functioned to overwrite negative connotations and develop a more positive hybrid na-

tional identity.  127

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 119.126

 Mestizaje originally referred to a mixing of races emerging from colonization, specifi127 -
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As Catlett worked through ideas of hybridity and mestizaje, we see faces that blur 

the lines between Black and pre-Hispanic Mexican features. Catlett uses linocut in both 

Sharecropper and Indian Woman, although the quality of the line is used to very different 

effect in each. While both faces are tightly framed, by their head coverings and by the 

edge of the images, Catlett contrasts areas of light and dark to emphasize the angularity 

of the female face in Sharecropper, surrounding it with a broad straw hat, creating a halo-

like effect made up of concentric circles of hatch marks. Contrast this with Indian 

Woman, in which Catlett employs softer lines and surrounds the face with a draped head 

wrap that frames the open, contemplative face.  Catlett’s use of highlight and shadow 

emphasizes the shape of the faces, removing them from a definitively Black or Indian 

context, allowing them to appear more hybrid. 

She also begins to bring in political and religious references that show aspects of 

Black and Mexican culture overlapping. For instance, in Civil Rights Congress (1950, fig. 

36), Catlett depicts a figure wearing a Ku Klux Klan robe, an image that is an unmistak-

able reference to racial oppression and hate crimes against Blacks in the U.S., while the 

figure inside the robe is a skeleton, or calavera, often associated with the traditions of 

Dia de los Muertos, clearly referencing Mexican religious and cultural traditions.  Do128 -

ing so shows both the side of death and destruction due to persecution of minority popu-

lations—not only Blacks, but also Jews, immigrants, members of the LGBTQ communi-

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 100.128
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ty, and Catholics—and the side of spiritual and cultural traditions that bring comfort and 

hope in the face of death.   129

While the New York art world was becoming consumed by the Abstract Expres-

sionist movement, Catlett was far away in Mexico continuing to include figuration, and 

especially human figures, in her art.  But of course, the dichotomy between abstraction 

and figuration in American modernism laid out so distinctly in the criticism of Clement 

Greenberg, for instance, is not as discrete as it might seem.  Many Abstract Expression130 -

ist artists, especially women, remained committed to figures in their art.  For instance, 

Grace Hartigan continued to incorporate figurative elements into her abstract canvases, 

considering the people and things around her as part of her artistic existence and therefore 

a worthy subject. (fig. 37)  At the same time, Catlett’s also continues figuration but her 

figures become increasingly abstract. We can see this abstraction in the softening of their 

features, especially their faces, and also the blurring of defining racial identities; these 

figures become distinctly “liminal” in ways I find productive to explore. Their “between-

ness”—signifying both Black and Mexican simultaneously, not unlike her own off-

spring—represent the racial and cultural blending and ambiguity that Catlett was experi-

encing herself and, like Hartigan, found to be a worthy subject for her art. They also point 

 On KKK persecution of these groups, see David Mark Chalmers, Hooded American129 -
ism: the history of the Ku Klux Klan (New York: New Viewpoints, 1976), George Lewis, 
“An Amorphous Code: The Ku Klux Klan and Un-Americanism,” Journal of American 
Studies 47, no.4 (2013) 971-992; on the traditions of dia de los muertos, see Oles, Art and 
Architecture, Regina M. Marchi, Day of the Dead in the USA: The Migration and Trans-
formation of a Cultural Phenomenon (Piscataway: Rutgers University Press, 2009).
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to a key aspect of “Americanness,” one that is more inclusive than exclusive, embracing 

the overlaps between US America and Latin America, between Black and brown people, 

between immigrant and indigenous populations. They build interesting and meaningful 

bridges across cultural divides. 
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CHAPTER III 

1946 – 1962, Cold War Exile 

In the midst of her second year of the Rosenwald Fellowship, in October 1946, 

Catlett returned to the U.S. briefly to end her marriage to Charles White.  After the dis131 -

solution of her marriage, she then came back to Mexico to establish a permanent resi-

dence there, to pursue a relationship with Francisco Mora, and to continue her work at the 

TGP.  Catlett had originally come to Mexico through her Rosenwald grant to work in the 

collaborative environment of the TGP and to complete her Negro Woman series.  Al-

though this project addressed the racial issues for Blacks in the U.S., Catlett did not arrive 

in Mexico with a strong activist agenda. However, the changing political climate on both 

sides of the border pushed her to grow increasingly involved in politics and activism, es-

pecially when she herself became a target of Cold War persecution. 

 In her scholarship on Catlett, Herzog discusses the relative lack of racism 

found in Mexico as a relief for the artist.   Similarly, in her dissertation “Imaging the 132

Political: El Taller de Gráfica Popular in Mexico, 1937-1949,” Susan Valerie Richards 

states that while Catlett enjoyed the politically charged environment and concern for so-

cial justice that she found in Mexico, she initially chose the country for her Rosenwald 

 Elizabeth Catlett, “Letter from Catlett to Haygood, October 4, 1946,” Women of 131

Rosenwald: Curating Social Justice through the Arts (1928-1948).
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work as the “nearest place without racism.”   My work here aims to raise some issues 133

with this rather simplistic presumption that racism somehow did not exist in Mexico, at 

least for Catlett.  To be sure, Mexican culture has had a long and deep engagement with 

race and ethnicity. But Catlett indeed found a more welcoming hybridity of racial dynam-

ics in Mexico, if not a total lack of racism.  

Moreover, I argue that Catlett found intersectional complications with race and 

politics in Mexico that should be addressed. For instance, before leaving Mexico for the 

U.S. in 1946, Catlett had applied for and received permanent membership in the TGP.  

More than just giving her entry into a productive and support co-op of art makers, this 

membership formally associated Catlett with a politically radical group of artists that cre-

ated problems for her both in Mexico and the U.S.   This membership essentially la134 -

beled her as a radical, leftist figure at a time when Cold War tensions regarding leftist 

politics were on the rise. Because of this, she was only able to return to her home country 

of the U.S. twice in the next twenty-five years.  

The TGP was founded in 1937 under the leadership of Leopoldo Mendez, who 

was a painter, printmaker, and art teacher, but also a known political activist who came of 

age in the period immediately following the Mexican Revolution.   Under Mendez and 135

with the help of Luis Arenal and Pablo O’Higgins, the TGP became a center of produc-

 Richards, “Imaging the Political,” 107.133

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 73.134

 Deborah Caplow, “Leopoldo Méndez, A Revolutionary Spirit in Art,” in El Taller de 135

Gráfica Popular, 29.
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tion of leftist and anti-fascist political graphics until 1966.   Artists within the TGP were 136

well-educated, highly trained in design, and imbued their art with messages that embod-

ied their goals for the Mexican people.   As stated in the collective’s Declaration of 137

Principles, “the TGP continually puts its forces toward production that will benefit the 

progressive and democratic interests of the Mexican people, principally in its struggle 

against fascist reaction.”  This was written during the 1930s when global fascism was 138

on the rise, when Spain was embroiled in a Civil War between fascist and democratic par-

ties, and when Nazi Germany was gaining power. While the TGP artists and their mes-

sages indeed supported communism, it needs to be recognized that the communism/capi-

talism rivalry of the Cold War era was connected to the anti-fascist politics of the 1930s. 

Their art was intended to be a conduit through which to ensure the freedom and well-be-

ing of the Mexican people against the forces of oppression. In other words, the artists es-

poused the ideals of communism as the best way in which to protest autocratic despotism 

and fascism, to empower the lower classes, and to realize national independence and 

peace in Mexico.  139

In the early 1940s, as the message of the TGP shifted from more of an in-focused 

push for Mexican social benefit to embrace a stronger international role for Mexico in 

 Helga Prignitz-Poda, “TGP as Utopia,” in El Taller de Grafica Popular, 17.136

 Michael T. Ricker, “A Collector’s Notes on the Taller de Gráfica Popular,” in El Taller 137
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broader pan-American politics. They actively expanded their reach into the U.S. with a 

series of exhibitions, exposing US American audiences to their work and, at the same 

time, exposing members of the collective to people and issues outside of Mexico. It is 

during this time, prior to her initial trip to Mexico and the renewal of her Rosenwald 

grant, that Catlett was first exposed to the work of the collective.  However, in late 1941 

when the U.S. entered World War II, exhibition opportunities in America slowed signifi-

cantly, and the TGP had to develop new avenues for exposure, and turned to film as a 

way to share their artistic and political message.   In 1947, the TGP reached labor 140

unions and political activist audiences in the U.S. through a new 35mm film format and 

an accompanying brochure titled Mexico City’s Famous Taller de Grafica Popular. The 

intention of this new means of circulation for the group was to influence creatives and 

artists in the U.S. to discover and employ the power of images and the graphic arts as 

tools for American and global social change.  Not only was the TGP able to influence 141

the way U.S. audiences saw Mexico and Mexican art, but they were also significant in 

shaping how Mexican audiences perceived the U.S.   At the same time, though, the TGP 142

suddenly appeared on the radar of McCarthy-era politicians in the U.S. as radical subver-

sives and communists.  

 Richards, “Imaging the Political,” 187.140
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Though the recognition of the communist sympathies of Mexican muralist artists 

by U.S. capitalists is a well-known narrative in American art history, the broader context 

of Mexican artists and U.S. politics in the post-WWII era has yet to be fully established.  

For instance, the story of Rivera’s Rockefeller Center mural being rejected by the Rocke-

feller family because of its prominent inclusion of the portrait of Lenin is a standard of 

twentieth-century art, while the patrons’ concerns with Siqueiros’s 1932 Tropical Ameri-

ca mural in Los Angeles maps a similar clash between left-leaning artists and capitalist 

business leaders as patrons on the West Coast.  Christine Sterling, an Anglo socialite 143

who spearheaded the campaign to renovate Los Angeles’ Olvera Street into a utopic 

“Mexican marketplace,” had commissioned Siqueiros to paint a “continent of happy men 

surrounded by palm trees.”  Instead, Siqueiros’ mural was a commentary on the ex144 -

ploitation of indigenous labor painted by his “Bloc of Mural Painters,” which included art 

teachers, professional decorators, motion picture directors, scenic painters, and caricatur-

ists. The mural was controversial from its unveiling and within two years had been com-

pletely painted over. The TGP’s reception in the U.S. must be seen in this context of ten-

sions between Mexican artists and US leaders, but its differences are also worth noting, 

especially the fact that the circulation of their art required no such high-level 

 On Rivera’s Rockefeller Center mural, see especially Barbara Haskell, ed., Vida Amer143 -
icana; Desmond Rochefort, Mexican Muralists: Orozco, Rivera, Siqueiros (San Francis-
co: Chronicle Books, 1998); and James Oles, Art and Architecture.

 Haskell, Vida Americana, 24.144
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patronage.  145

 Scholarship on US art has also focused on how the Mexican muralist movement 

had an impact on government-paid public art projects such as WPA in the 1930s. The mu-

ralists’ visual representations of the history of Mexico were effective tools in establishing 

a sense of national and regional pride, ideals that the WPA was also trying to promote.  146

However, in the postwar era, the clearly leftist politics of Mexican artists—both the mu-

ralists and the TGP—became even more of a problem, just as US modernists influenced 

by and working with their Mexican colleagues became government-targeted radicals as 

well. This includes Abstract Expressionists such as Jackson Pollock, of course, but it in-

cluded US artists much more broadly as well, especially minority artists such as 

Catlett.  Senators Joseph McCarthy and Dondero, as discussed above, as well as Repre147 -

sentative Martin Dies, Jr., and other US politicians targeted artists as “subversive” and as 

undermining the “traditional American values” they were trying to uphold. It is ironic that 

many of these artists during the WPA were working so hard to communicate those very 

“American” values in their government-sponsored art; murals across the U.S., in big 

 It is worth noting too that Siqueiros had established connections in the Hollywood 145

film industry while living in Los Angeles that influenced the ways he framed his murals 
to make them more accessible to a larger audience familiar with the aesthetics of motion 
pictures. See also Haskell, Vida Americana, 189-91.

 Jane de Hart Mathews, “Art and Politics in Cold War America,” 782.146

 On Pollock as a communist, see de Hart Mathews, “Art and Politics in Cold War 147

America,” 23; Gabriel, Ninth Street Women; Katie Robinson Edwards, “Jackson Pollock 
in the Cultural Context of America, 1943-1956: Class, ‘Mess,’ and Un-American Activi-
ties,” Ph.D. Diss., University of Texas at Austin, 2006; and Joes Segal, Art and politics: 
Between Purity and Propaganda (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2016).
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cities and rural towns, in Black neighborhoods and white neighborhoods, in the Hispanic 

Southwest, and on Native American reservations—all proclaimed the values of freedom, 

democracy, prosperity, industry, and the American Dream in their public art. And yet, by 

mid-century, these same artists were suddenly viewed as radicals, and men in government 

like those mentioned above began to systematically discriminate against them during the 

Cold War.  Among so many others, Catlett was targeted by the House Un-American 

Committee (HUAC).    148

The HUAC was established by the US government in an attempt to create a 

“standard of Americanism” in response to the rising global tensions of the Cold War.  The 

politicians, drawing on their own privileged Anglo experiences to craft the standard, con-

sidered anything that fell outside of it “un-American.” When applied to art, this narrow 

definition excluded much of that created by women, minorities, foreigners, and immi-

grants. In “Art and Politics in Cold War America,” Jane de Hart Mathews defines the 

Cold War era of modern art as a rejection of traditional American values in the eyes of 

anti-Communists such as Dondero.  The most vocal of these anti-communist and anti-149

art politicians, Dondero wielded significant powers against artists that he found problem-

atic. With no background or formal training in art, he believed modern and modernist 

artists were by nature radicals who were easily influenced by foreign politics, especially 

leftist ideologies; he believed male artists were effeminate, and like women artists, were 

therefore too weak to withstand pressures from communist groups. And he believed gay 

 Bearden and Henderson, History of African-American Artists, 412.148

 De Hart Mathews, “Art and Politics,” 762-763.149
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artists were especially susceptible to communist spies who could blackmail them based 

on their sexuality being a crime at that time.  As discussed above, much of Dondero’s 150

motivation was economic, with the intent of destroying the market for modern artworks, 

but also was political to combat the infiltration of communist ideals.   Dondero’s 151

rhetoric targeted the ability of “germ-carrying art vermin” to make money to fund com-

munist activity.   He believed most art therefore was in the service of evil forces that 152

undermined American safety. Dondero wanted to quell interest in art by disrupting the art 

market and driving down the prices of modernist artworks, attempting to cut off their cre-

ative production.  In essence, he was trying to put a financial stranglehold on what he 153

considered questionable artists in an effort to give “traditional” artists—white men with a 

highly conservative approach to art—exclusive access to the art market.  While he was 

unable to effectively stifle modern art and its markets, Dondero’s actions directly con-

tributed to the evaporation of public funding for art after the end of the WPA in the post-

war era, a conversation that continues today. 

While Dondero was not the only U.S. politician with a distrust of modern art, he 

was one of the most dogged.  As much as he feared their supposed communist views, he 

also feared his own inability to control “the black knights of the -isms; cubism, futurism, 

 De Hart Mathews, “Art and Politics,” 775.150

 De Hart Mathews, “Art and Politics,” 770-87.  She implies many times throughout the 151
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dadaism, expressionism, constructionism, surrealism, and abstractionism.”   His distrust 154

in artistic movements enabled Dondero to connect political ideology and aesthetic phi-

losophy in the person of the artist, holding the artist accountable for a dangerous agenda 

with little or no basis in the subject matter or meaning of the artwork itself.  Style alone 155

was feared, and abstraction above all. Further, Dondero defined American patriotism 

through traditional work ethic, and in his mind, modern art didn’t adhere to the standards 

of “hard work” and skillful labor of mimetic representation that classical, academic, and 

realist art displayed—the kind of rendering one might find in an Andrew Wyeth painting, 

but not in a Mark Rothko or Jackson Pollack painting.  This attitude reaches back de156 -

bates within early modernism, when notably, an 1859 incident in which John Ruskin and 

James McNeill Whistler went to court over Ruskin’s claims that Whistler’s abstractions 

were an unethical ruse against viewers.  Ruskin, an art critic, compared Whistler’s Noc-

turn in Black and Gold: The Falling Rocket (fig. 38) to “flinging a pot of paint in the 

public’s face.”  The famous trial included Ruskin’s barrister asking Whistler how long it 

took him to “knock off” a painting in order to determine if the amount of time spent was 

enough to warrant the asking price of the finished painting.   The trial argued issues of 157

workmanship and the value of experience in relation to “hard work” in art.  So Dondero’s 

 Mathews, “Art and Politics,” 772.154

 Mathews, “Art and Politics,” 762.155

 Mathews, “Art and Politics,” 784.156
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claims were not unprecedented, but they were made in a different political climate of 

Cold War debates about what constituted appropriate labor and hard work. 

Claiming to preserve the true “Americanness” of art, and to target modern and 

abstract artists as enemies of this goal, Dondero effectively drove some minority Ameri-

can artists out of the country.  Catlett was hardly the only artist that felt targeted and 158

persecuted by the U.S. government after WWII, and many of these disenfranchised artists 

found Mexico to be a safe haven. And because she had been established in Mexico since 

1946, Catlett became an important liaison for persecuted American socialists leaving the 

United States for Mexico and Cuba.  In her book Cold War Exiles in Mexico: U.S. Dis159 -

sidents and the Culture of Critical Resistance, Rebecca M. Schreiber explores Mexico as 

a place of refuge for political dissidents from abroad.  In addition to Catlett and White, 

other Black artists such as John Wilson, Margaret Taylor Goss Burroughs, who were also 

blacklisted in the U.S. relocated to Mexico, both short- and long-term. These artists were 

joined by “school teachers, doctors, journalists, businessmen, college professors and gov-

ernment employees” who made their way south of the border in this era.   And while 160

Catlett made her permanent home in Mexico, others such as White, Johnson, and Bur-

roughs, returned to the U.S. after a period of time. These artists collectively used their 

experiences in Mexico to create a model in the U.S. for collaboration among Black artists 

 Mathews, “Art and Politics,” 770, 773, 782, 785, 787.158
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and established the roots of the Black Arts Movement, which will be explored in more 

detail in Chapter Four.   161

Given the activities of the Cold War, the 1950s were a political tumult for Catlett.  

While she has said she felt less discriminated against in Mexico than in the U.S., her life 

in Mexico was far from hostility free. In the period after establishing residence in Mexi-

co, while the wife of a Mexican citizen and mother to three children born in the country, 

Catlett had yet to gain Mexican citizenship for herself and was keenly aware of the politi-

cal climate. She was “careful not to make political imagery for which she could be de-

ported.”   This attitude reflects the changing politics in Mexico as Miguel Alemán took 162

presidential power in 1946, ushering in a new era of conservative rule in Mexico that 

continued through the mid-1960s.  The administrations of Alemán and his successors, 

Adolfo Ruiz Cortines and Adolfo López Mateos, were not supportive of labor movements 

and sought to undermine their power in the country.  As tensions escalated, violent at-

tacks manifested, resulting in the suppression of the labor groups.  Additionally, foreign-

ers living in the country, especially those perceived to be communists, were targeted.  

These new political viewpoints are at odds with the mission of the TGP, whose members 

found themselves under pressure from both sides of the border. After 1945, the TGP was 

considered by the US government to be a "communist front organization” and its mem-

bers were denied access to the U.S.  Catlett, both a US citizen and a member of the 163

 Schreiber, Cold War Exiles in Mexico, xv, xix.161

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 20.162

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 78.163
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TGP, was suddenly the target of political scrutiny and began to be threatened both at the 

embassy and in her own home.    164

In her introduction, Schreiber explains the ways the HUAC targeted artists and 

other creatives in the U.S., beginning with hearings held in 1947 on “communist infiltra-

tion” in the Hollywood film industry. Just a few years later, in 1950, these hearings were 

followed by the establishment of the Subversive Activities Control Board, setting the 

precedent for possible prison sentences for those considered subversive.  That same 165

year, in January 1950, the National Security Council released NSC 68, a top secret report 

that expanded the sphere of Soviet influence to include and target any Third World na-

tions that colluded with Soviets.   This extended throughout Latin America, deeming 166

Mexico in general, and Mexican artists in particular, dangerous because of their commu-

nist sympathies.  Also in 1950, US Secretary of State Dean Acheson, flagged the pass-

ports of US citizens deemed “communists,” extending the discrimination inside the coun-

try and denying US nationals the right of travel.  167

Throughout the 1950s, Catlett was continuously harassed by the US Embassy in 

Mexico as the US government put pressure on Mexico to act on “communist subversion.” 

In 1955, Catlett was called to the embassy and asked to write an affidavit of her political 

 Schreiber, Cold War Exiles in Mexico, xii.164
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activities, naming others with whom she worked. Catlett was outraged and did not com-

ply with the request. In 1959, while at home with her three young children, Catlett was 

forcibly removed from her home and imprisoned as a “foreign agitator.” She was released 

after several days, and this event prompted her to begin seeking Mexican citizenship.  168

By 1960, Catlett felt even more pressure from the HUAC and no longer felt safe. She 

gained Mexican citizenship in 1962, which changed her status from “subversive” to “un-

desirable alien” in the eyes of the US government, and she was barred entry to her home 

country until 1971.  169

This marks a significant period of liminality and homelessness for Catlett during 

which she was unable to voice her opinions in Mexico nor could she be an active partici-

pant in US politics as the Civil Rights Movement was taking shape.  This period was also 

complicated by the aesthetic shift in the Mexican art community from support of the state 

for modern artists to a rising criticism of them by the government, and from collective 

action as a central practice to the more individualized radicality of the “young intelli-

gentsia.” Shifra Goldman’s Contemporary Mexican Painting in a Time of Change ex-

plores the friction between the social realists’ traditional support of and cooperation with 

the state and a new wave of Mexican artists and intellectuals who were vocal in their crit-

 Interview with Clifton Johnson, January 7, 1984.168
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icism of the government and act against the state as agents of change.  This shift also 170

responds to the movement toward more conservative leadership in the Mexican govern-

ment.  Mexican art was no longer so closely connected to the values associated with the 

revolution, but artists felt increasingly alienated and discontent.  Having arrived in Mexi-

co in 1946, and becoming a Mexican citizen in 1962, Catlett lived directly through this 

shift.  Though difficult, this period of transition and liminality for Catlett also opened the 

door for her to become increasingly politicized and confrontational in her art production, 

and to find ways to participate in the broader global post-colonial and Civil Rights 

movements, but from her home in Mexico.  

 Shifra M. Goldman, Contemporary Mexican Painting in a Time of Change (Austin 170

and London: University of Texas Press, 1977), 28.
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CHAPTER IV 

1961 - 1971, Black Arts Movement and Black Power 

As discussed in the last chapter, Catlett gained Mexican citizenship in 1962, thus 

labeling her “undesirable” by the US government and barring her from travel in the U.S.  

However, the year prior, in 1961, she was still able to move freely between the two coun-

tries, and she was asked to deliver the keynote address at the third annual meeting of the 

National Conference of Negro Artists in Washington, DC. The National Conference of 

Negro Artists was a newly formed group of art teachers in southern Black colleges. 

Charles White delivered a talk at the same conference a year before Catlett, and it was 

progressive of the organizers to select a woman as the next keynote speaker. Catlett’s ac-

tivism was at the forefront of the artist’s priorities during this time, a period when Mexico 

was trying to establish itself as modern and progressive on the world stage in the midst of 

political turmoil, both national and international. Catlett’s work and activism in these 

years shows how art and artists played a key role in that goal for Mexico, alongside Civil 

Rights developments in the U.S.   

Titled “The Negro Artist and American Art at Mid-Century,” Catlett’s speech 

drew from her experience and education at Howard University, reinvigorating the mes-

sages of W.E. B. DuBois in the context of the contemporary moment.   While Catlett 171

 Bearden and Henderson, A History of African American Artists, 424.171
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spoke to an audience of Black artists about the future of Black artists, she also talked 

about racial and social freedom on a global scale, referencing the “Negro people of the 

United States, the people of Latin America, of Africa and of Asia,” calling upon all “sec-

ond class citizens” of the world to unite for the advancement of freedom for all. The cre-

ation of essential American art, Catlett argues, must be inclusive of ALL the people of the 

U.S.  According to fellow Black artists Romare Bearden and Harry Henderson, Catlett’s 172

speech was a “turning point for African American artists,” serving as a call to action 

among Blacks in the U.S. to unite in the development of Black arts, the vehicle through 

which Black artists will “advance toward a richer fulfillment of life on a world basis.”   173

In her address, Catlett said “art is, and always has been, an expression of the historic con-

dition of people and should be a part of humanity’s cultural wealth;” for her, the art of a 

place had to reflect the experiences of all of its people.  In other words, it isn’t enough for 

Black voices to simply be seen or heard, Blackness must be fully integrated into the na-

tional identity and cultural zeitgeist.  

Catlett suggested that an essential element making creativity possible is the free-

dom from the focus on daily survival to allow for thinking, learning, and the pursuit of 

intellectual endeavors.  Often, this is the type of freedom that was limited to the art de-

partments of historically Black colleges and universities in the U.S., a space that the 

Black artist often found “too isolated and spread thin” for the creative and technical de-

 Catlett used the term “American art” in her address when speaking of art which comes 172

from the United States. Emphasis is Catlett’s.
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velopment of a craft.  Catlett’s message parallels that of writer Virginia Woolf in 1929 

and art historian Linda Nochlin in 1971 regarding women. In A Room of One’s Own, 

Woolf argued that women must have money and privacy in order to write, and not be 

overburdened by daily chores or domestic duties.  Nochlin’s essay, “Why Have There 174

Been no Great Women Artists?” argued that women—and other minorities including 

people of color—have been less successful in the creative fields not because of genetics 

or gender, but because the lack of access to resources that make possible a creative life 

and career.  To be sure, Catlett’s speech predated Nochlin’s foundational feminist essay 175

by a decade but their messages were clearly aligned.  

In her address, Catlett said that “individual gains are limited by group advance-

ment;” or, stated another way, the individual is only able to progress as far as the limita-

tions of the larger group and to continue farther requires forward momentum of the entire 

group.  As a means to facilitate advancement, Catlett calls for Blacks to “be as great in 

our communication as the forefathers,” suggesting the distribution of art to the places 

where Black people gather and meet: “in the churches, in the schools and universities, in 

the associations and clubs and trade unions.” This is the strategy she suggested in her 

Rosenwald Fellowship and is the same method in which the TGP disseminated informa-

tion to the people of Mexico.  Also borrowing from the collaborative spirit of the TGP, 176

 Virginia Woolf, A Room of One’s Own (San Diego, New York, London: Harcourt 174

Brace Jovanovich, 1929).
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Catlett argued that artists flourish when they work in collaboration with constructive crit-

icism, something she experienced first-hand. Within the structure of the TGP, the graphic 

arts were a model for the creation and distribution of art that was accessible to the larger 

public.  In other words, Catlett argues that the visual arts have the potential to serve to 

promote and encourage racial betterment in the U.S.   

Catlett concludes her address by recalling a performance of the Howard Universi-

ty Choir in Mexico City the previous summer. The performance was met by “a large and 

enthusiastic audience [that] applauded vigorously…demanding encore after encore” of 

Black spirituals.   While living in Mexico, Catlett had observed an “interest, and re177 -

spect, and deep sympathy” from the Mexican people for the plight of American Blacks. 

Catlett interpreted the audience’s response as a manifestation of these feelings and her 

position as a resident of Mexico at the time gave her a new perspective from which to 

lead US Blacks. She had found more support for her creative career outside her home 

country, and could offer an effective example of how Blacks in the U.S. can form com-

munal support systems to promote the arts.  

That same year, 1961, Freedomways, a journal of Black political and cultural 

thought, began publication. The editors included Margaret Burroughs, who was a former 

roommate of Catlett’s, as mentioned in chapter one, and the first issue was dedicated to 

the world’s workers with the idea that what happens in the U.S. is important in the larger 

struggle for human rights around the globe. The mission of the journal was, in part, to act 

 Catlett Mora, “The Negro People and American Art,” 78.177
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as a vehicle for communication and to strengthen the relationships between those of 

African descent in the U.S. and Latin America.   These are some of the same ideas that 178

Catlett presented in her address and, especially given her relationship with Burroughs, it 

should come as no surprise that a transcript of her speech was published in its entirety in 

the first issue of the journal, widely distributing Catlett’s message to audiences within the 

U.S. and creating discourse among Black artists about their work and its relationship to 

the people.  179

In her address to the National Conference of Negro Arts, Catlett affirmed her po-

sition in the Black Power and Black Arts movements. Therefore, when Catlett’s travel 

visa was revoked by the U.S. government when she gained Mexican citizenship in 1962, 

and she was barred from returning to her home country, she could nonetheless continue to 

be an active participant in the Civil Rights Movement in the United States, even from 

abroad. It is her association with the Black Power Movement (BPM) that reconnects her 

to the U.S. throughout the 1960s and emphasizes her public identity as a Black woman.   

Peniel E. Joseph’s The Black Power Movement: A State of the Field, describes 

how the movement was integral to the larger struggle for radical democracy and Civil 

Rights in the post-war U.S.   The BPM was a mid-1960s movement active primarily in 180

the northern U.S. It is significant to remember that Catlett had lived and worked in both 

the northern and southern U.S.  Keeping this in mind, the remarks she made from Mexico 

 Freedomways 1, no. 1 (1961): 9.178
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in her 1961 address to the National Conference of Negro Arts have even more signifi-

cance as they relate to her place in the Black Power Movement.  In her speech, she is 

talking directly to “Negro students in the south,” encouraging the “development of Negro 

art in the South where the majority of Negroes still live.” Catlett identifies “two great pe-

riods in the development of Negro artists in the United States,” the renaissance in New 

York and Chicago and the days of the Depression and the WPA.   Catlett was an active 181

participant in both of the periods and serves as bridge between not only the northern and 

southern U.S., but also from those earlier periods of Black artistic development and that 

of the contemporary Black Power Movement of the 1960s. 

According to the scholarship of Juana Williams, who examines Black woman-

hood through the artwork of Catlett and fellow Black artist Mickalene Thomas, the Black 

Power Movement was especially associated with Black hyper masculinity, often relegat-

ing women to subservient roles, and was fraught with problematic gender dynamics.   182

And yet, some of the BPM’s most effective organizers were women, particularly mothers, 

looking for social services for their community, fulfilling the role of caretakers.   Both 183

Joseph and Williams recognized the role of women in the movement, and that this role 

was often overshadowed by what Joseph describes as “the Black power movement’s self-

 Catlett Mora, “The Negro and American Art,” 75.181
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destructive impact.”   In this facet of the BPM, Black women embraced their femininity 184

and defined a collective identity based on the duality of race and gender. The many 

projects initiated by women were centered on community-based activities and served as a 

complement to, or were distanced from, the toxic masculinity and violence often associ-

ated with the movement.  Joseph argues that the Black Power Movement served as a 

touchstone for social, political, cultural, and economic transformation which was based 

on grassroots activism, primarily initiated by women.  In other words, women were effec-

tive organizers of the Black Power Movement, but they were largely unseen due to sensa-

tionalism and violence associated with the movement.  185

The Black Arts Movement (BAM) was the cultural arm of the Black Power 

Movement, which called for a collective Black consciousness through the creation and 

dissemination of art.  It is through this connection to the Black Power Movement that 186

Black art become more formally linked with racial politics. According to bell hooks, writ-

ing in 1990, all art is political and important in the struggle for liberation, and the Black 

aesthetic is a “mythic nation born in exile” connecting artistic creation and revolutionary 

politics.  As mentioned in chapter one, poor Blacks in the U.S. saw cultural production 

through the arts as crucial in the struggle against racism, as a way to escape the confines 

of poverty and servitude.    187
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With Catlett’s invitation to speak at the National Conference of Negro Artists, the 

remarks she made, and their subsequent publication in a new and progressive Black polit-

ical and intellectual magazine, she illustrates the growing closeness of artistic movements 

and political activism in the US Black community. Pulling from her experiences in both 

the northern and southern U.S., Catlett serves as a bridge between not only their geo-

graphic differences, but also their political differences.  It is this unique hybridity that 

makes Catlett an influential voice in the continued struggles of the 1960s. 

At the end of the 1960s, the very year that so much was happening on the global 

stage—Martin Luther King, Jr. and Robert Kennedy were assassinated, student protests 

broke out on both sides of the Atlantic over progressive education and anti-war sentiment, 

the Tet Offensive marked a turning point in the Vietnam War, violent protests broke out 

surrounding the Democratic National Convention in Chicago, and three U.S. astronauts 

orbited the moon aboard Apollo 8—Mexico City hosted the 1968 Olympic Games.  

Marking the first time the games were held in a Latin American country, the selection of 

Mexico as the site for the Olympics was incredibly significant for Mexican identity. The 

Mexican government went to great lengths to present to the visiting public and their own 

citizens a modern, progressive Mexico while also honoring its rich, ancient history.  In 

his 2011 dissertation, “The Serpent and the Torch: The Politics of Design, Mexico, 1968,” 

Luis Castañeda argues that mexicanidad had been defined, in part, by the Mexican mural-

ists’ depictions of race.  It is this unique identity that is offered up simultaneously as the 

focus of hospitality and cultural display on the global stage.  To achieve this goal, the 

country began a design and public art campaign that launched spurious construction of 
87



public works—including art—that employed a cadre of artists from within and beyond 

Mexico.   For instance, Mathias Goeritz coordinated the construction of modern sculp188 -

tures by national and international artists such as Mexican artist Rufino Tamayo and 

American sculptor Alexander Calder.  Under the direction of Eduardo Terrazas, the 

graphics for the games (fig. 39) were designed by US-born graphic artist Lance Wyman 

and a team from a US advertising firm, which was utilized throughout the city for sig-

nage, printed materials and more.   189

Despite efforts to create a utopic environment for the games, unrest and violence 

surrounded the planning for the Olympics. For example, police officers and military 

troops shot into a crowd of unarmed student protesters in the massacre at Tlatelolco on 

October 2, 1968 (fig. 40) just ten days before the opening ceremonies on October 12. And 

then on October 16, Black US medalists Tommie Smith and John Carlos, gold and bronze 

medalists in the 200-meter race, raised their closed fists in a symbol of Black power (fig. 

41) during the medal ceremonies, an act that caused an international controversy. In the 

period leading up to the Olympics, Smith and Carlos had helped to organize the Olympic 

Project for Human Rights, which called for better treatment of Black athletes and the 

boycott of countries that supported apartheid.  Smith and Carlos had even considered a 

boycott of the Olympic Games themselves, but saw their participation as a platform for 
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change.  Both athletes were deeply affected by the Tlatelolco massacre, and used their 

exposure at the games as “a cry for freedom and for human rights.”  190

These events created the context and set the stage for Catlett’s sculptures Homage 

to My Young Black Sisters and Malcolm X Speaks for Us (figs. 42 and 43). Made in 1968 

of polished cedar and employing the soft, sensuous curves that define so many of 

Catlett’s sculptures, Homage to My Young Black Sisters abstractly renders a woman’s 

body with an upraised closed fist. The position of the body is a tension-filled contrappos-

to, or “s-curve,” which simultaneously draws on classical Greco-Roman sculpture tradi-

tions and offers a newly dynamic, modern, and powerfully athletic alternative. Life size, 

the sculpture confronts the viewer at eye level, commanding attention.  The face is left 

blank, as if to reference every Black woman rather than one in particular. This raised fist 

is an unmistakable reference to the Black Power salute made by Smith and Carlos, which 

if Catlett didn’t see in person, viewed it being televised from somewhere nearby in Mexi-

co City the moment it occurred. Read in part as an homage to Smith and Carlos, to the 

role of the U.S. in the Olympics, to the success of Black athletes, and to the broader 

Black Power Movement, it also brings in an explicit reference to gender, depicting and 

referencing “sisters.”  The center of the figure is marked an oval-shaped void, allowing us 

to see through the torso or abdomen.  Interpreted as “incomplete,” the void could be con-

sidered a critique of the expectations of completeness in people, of the expectations to fit 

 Erin Blakemore, “How the Black Power Protest at the 1968 Games Olympic Killed 190

Careers,” History Stories, Jan. 26, 2021, online at: https://www.history.com/news/1968-
mexico-city-olympics-black-power-protest-backlash.
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within prescribed norms and the reality of these expectations.  With Catlett’s artistic sen-

sitivity to mothers and children in mind, it is easy to interpret the void as a statement re-

garding maternity, child-bearing, and fertility, or the profound hollowness felt when a 

woman is deprived of her children and family by oppression.  One could even compare 

the meanings of this sculpture to the tragic story of loss and motherhood in Toni Morri-

son’s Beloved (1987) that was based on a true story that occurred after the Civil War. But 

the meanings of this sculpture don’t stop there either; in A History of African American 

Artists, Bearden and Henderson identify Catlett’s sculpture as a response to issues of vot-

er registration and the Civil Rights protests in the U.S.  In other words, it is a deep and 191

diverse representation of Black power and Black women’s power on the national and in-

ternational stages.  To be sure, Catlett’s work had now become a deliberate statement 

about Blackness, and her work continues to be shared often on social media platforms 

like Instagram in the context of the current Black Lives Matter movement.   192

The following year, in 1969, just four years after Malcolm X was assassinated, 

Catlett creates Malcolm X Speaks for Us. The work draws on styles of Pop Art with the 

repetition of a poster-style graphic of the generic face of a Black woman, not unlike Andy 

Warhol’s repetition of Campbell’s Soup cans or Coca-Cola bottles (figs. 44 and 45).  But 

here the use of repetition also points distinctly to the unity of Black people following the 

 Bearden and Henderson, History of African American Artists, 420.191

 Williams, “The Beautiful Struggle of Black Feminism,” 6.  Homage to My Young 192

Black Sisters has further resonance today when considered in the context of the “take a 
knee” debate in professional athletics. Catlett took a stance alongside her Black male ath-
lete colleagues, in much the same way that Black women athletes take a stance alongside 
their male counterparts when they “take a knee.”
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leadership of Malcolm X and collectively mourning his death.  Catlett even reuses and 

recycles her own imagery, here bringing back a figure from her Negro Woman series in 

the repeated face at the top (see fig. 4).  This connects her early work with the more 

politicized messages of the later 1960s, implying that the conversation about race still 

must continue after all these years, even as it shifts in intensity.  Repetition of a singular 

face stands in for a collective group, contributing a sense of community to the image.  

When combined with the multiplicity of the printmaking process itself, this statement 

about community is further amplified.  Catlett’s use of the image of Malcolm X, an in-

stantly recognized and symbolic figure for Black Power, further connects her to the Black 

Power Movement and solidifies her role and message within it.    193

This period in Catlett’s life and career, namely the 1960s, saw her commit to a 

home in Mexico, but also saw her lose little of the momentum to use art to play a role in 

the international movements for equal rights by race.  The work that came out of this time 

is some of her best and most powerful, and it continues to resonate with audiences today 

as they fight issues of immigration tensions between Mexico and the U.S., and conflicts 

of race. 

 Williams, “The Beautiful Struggle of Black Feminism,” 26.193
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CHAPTER V 

Catlett’s Legacy 

Elizabeth Catlett was many things — an American, a Mexican, a Black person, a 

woman, a wife, a mother, an artist, and a teacher.  Each of these identities had a role in 

defining her life and the legacy she left behind.  After 1946, Catlett never again lived in 

the United States permanently, but she did return in 1971 for an exhibition of her work at 

the Studio Museum in Harlem, her first solo exhibition in the United States in twenty-

three years, an honor that solidified her important place within the canon of Black 

artists.  From that time on, she has been welcomed and her art has been exhibited wide194 -

ly in this country.  Catlett’s experiences in both the U.S. and Mexico, and her liminal 195

identity, expands our understanding of “American” modernism in ways beyond an insular 

focus on the U.S. Her life and career show how North American intersections between 

the U.S. and Mexico shaped modern art in ways that need to be recognized.  

In January 1970, Catlett was the focus of an article in Ebony magazine titled “My 

Art Speaks for Both My Peoples.” The article summarized Catlett’s participation in the 

annual national print show in Mexico City where her work Malcolm Speaks for Us had 

taken the top purchase prize and was exhibited at the Mexican National Institute of Fine 

 Fax, Elizabeth Catlett. On the import of the Studio Museum and its shows, see the 194

documentary Black Art: In the Absence of Light (2021).
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Arts. The article lauded her artistic aesthetic, describing her as “a dedicated cultural na-

tionalist” who, in her own words, was “inspired by Black people and Mexican people, by 

two peoples.”  Yet again, Catlett states how she maintained her Black heritage while 196

simultaneously finding inspiration in her adopted Mexican home, ultimately gaining the 

recognition of the Mexican art community.  Illustrated with images of Catlett with her 

students in the studio and with her artworks, the article attracted attention in the U.S. and 

resulted in invitations to exhibit her work there for the first time in over twenty years.  197

Later in 1970 Catlett was invited to give an address at the first Conference on the 

Functional Aspects of Black Art (CONFABA 70) at Northwestern University.  As men-

tioned above, in 1962 Catlett had assumed Mexican citizenship, allowing her increased 

freedom of expression in her adopted country. But this also led to the revocation of her 

U.S. travel visa. Because of her inability to travel to the U.S., she delivered the CONFA-

BA 70 address by telephone from Mexico. Catlett was angry to have been denied entry to 

the U.S. and for being identified as a “threat to the well-being of the United States,” and 

in response, she proclaimed it an honor to be seen as “a Black Revolutionary Artist, and 

all that it implies!”  In many ways, this remark can be interpreted as a confirmation of 198

 Elizabeth Catlett, “My Art Speaks for Both My Peoples,” Ebony 25, no. 3 (1970): 94-196

101.  It is interesting to note that with the phrase “both my peoples” Catlett is referencing 
Black and Mexican people, however Catlett encompasses more than simple duality.  Her 
people can also be interpreted as being Black, U.S., Mexican, and women.  The article 
also refers to Catlett as a “dedicated cultural nationalist” that inspired the Mexican peo-
ple.  Her reputation in Mexico and her place in its artistic dialogue is an idea that de-
serves more study.
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the association with the Black Power Movement that she asserted in her 1961 address to 

the National Conference of Negro Artists.  In her address at CONFABA 70, she also 

spoke of the commonalities between Mexican and Black peoples in the continual ques-

tion of their place in the art of the U.S. and Europe.  Throughout her career, Catlett often 

connected the dominance of Euro-American or “Western” artistic aesthetic with the elim-

ination of the culture of subjected peoples. Catlett also promoted the collective environ-

ment of the TGP and its ability to use art in the service of the public, concluding her re-

marks with a challenge to create the “best art possible for the liberation of our beautiful 

Black People.”  199

The following year, in 1971, the Studio Museum in Harlem, New York organized 

the solo exhibition Elizabeth Catlett: Prints and Sculpture. In order for Catlett to attend 

the exhibition opening, Elton Fax, the artist and writer, with the support of the Studio 

Museum director, Edward S. Springs, organized a campaign of Black artists calling the 

US State Department to request a visa for Catlett on the grounds of “cultural exchange.” 

The campaign was successful, but once granted, the visa did not allow Catlett total free-

dom of travel. She was only admitted into the country for six days, was required to travel 

in the most direct route possible, and had to submit her itinerary for review.  In his ex200 -

hibition forward, Fax is very frank in his indictment of Catlett’s treatment in the U.S., 

how those experiences reflect the treatment of Blacks in America, and how they shaped 

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 147-148.199

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 150, and Robert Berlind, “Elizabeth Catlett,” 28-200
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her connections with and choice to live among the people of Mexico. Fax lauds her tech-

nical skill, discipline, and aesthetic standards, stating that her treatment in this country is 

simply a matter of “racism and petty bigotry.” In the exhibition commentary, Jeff Donald-

son cites Catlett’s work as “a visual bridge connecting our common ancestry,” a connec-

tion that reinforces the similarities between Blacks and the people of the “Third 

World.”  Many of the images that were included in the exhibition are ones that have 201

been discussed in this project, such as Malcolm X Speaks for Us, Civil Rights Congress, 

and Homage to My Young Black Sisters (figs. 43, 36, and 42).  One common thread 

throughout the exhibition was Catlett’s liminality and versatility, her ability to speak in a 

visual language that encompasses more than one race, gender, or nationality (figs. 46-49).  

This first work, Mother and Child, is so abstract that it doesn’t reference race with 

any limiting specificity.  Although Catlett’s choice of walnut, a dark, strong wood, is im-

bued with meaning, firmly connecting the two figures to the racial struggles that Catlett 

often addresses in her work.  Black Maternity, in contrast, clearly references the Black 

woman, using the black marks of the lithography crayon and the whiteness of the paper to 

emphasize the highlight and shadow of the two faces.  In Olmec Bather, Catlett is draw-

ing upon Mexican indigenous bodies in a fresh way.  The contrapposto of the figure in-

troduces a diagonal that enhances the broad expanse of the curving, rounded hips.  The 

title references not only the Olmec, the earliest Meso-American civilization, but also the 

classical subject of the bather, an intimate portrayal of women since antiquity.  The final 

 Fax, Elizabeth Catlett, exhibition brochure.201
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image, Torture of Mothers, is so poignant in the context of the current Black Lives Matter 

moment and the contemporary conversation about police brutality against Black 

bodies.  202

Later that year, the first Black women’s art exhibition was held at the Acts of Art 

Gallery in Greenwich Village, New York.  Organized by six Black women artists, who 

called themselves “Where We At” (or WWA) Black Women Artists showcased the nu-

merous contributions of Black women to the art world in an attempt to make them syn-

onymous with and equal to any other Black artist.   As part of the project, the group 203

created a list of formal “demands” that included access to childcare, scholarships, and 

work space for Black women artists.  We will remember that the ability to find work 

space at the TGP while openly involving her family was one reason that Catlett continued 

to live in Mexico—artists in the U.S. wanted that understanding and accommodation as 

well.  The WWA Black Women Artists group embraced a collective atmosphere similar to 

the one Catlett found with the TGP, and which was part of the message she promoted to 

 The imagery of Torture of Mothers connects to contemporary images of Black bodies 202

on the ground, like George Floyd in 2020, bringing a new resonance to this image and 
associates it with contemporary conversations such as the Black Lives Matter movement.

 Kay Brown, “‘Where We At’ Black Women Artists,” Feminist Art Journal 25 (1972): 203
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Leabua, Dindga McCannon, and Faith Ringgold.
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Blacks in the U.S. throughout the 1960s in her work, writings, and public 

presentations.  204

An original member of the WWA Black Women Artists was Faith Ringgold, who 

was born in Harlem in 1930. Like Catlett, Ringgold has worked in a wide range of media, 

including painting, sculpture, and performance art, in addition to being an educator and 

lecturer. In her work, Ringgold explores issues of race, gender, and sexuality (fig. 50), 

drawing on similar themes of intersectionality as Catlett.  Waldo E. Martin’s No Coward 

Soldiers describes Rinngold’s work as involving active resistance to the politics of patri-

archy, racism, and classism that builds upon the “pioneering work of those like 

Catlett.”  Martin argues that Catlett’s work identified a divergence from the masculine 205

cultural politics of race and art of the past, which created opportunities for new explo-

ration by artists such as Ringgold. 

Other studies and research have placed Catlett firmly in discussions of feminism 

and art history. To be sure, Catlett perhaps above any other figure, is recognized as the 

“foremost African American woman artist of her generation,” largely because she directly 

and frankly explored her hybrid identity and her politics in her art, through realistic im-

ages of strength, dignity, resistance, and resilience.   And yet, categorizing Catlett as a 206

 Catherine Morris and Rujeko Hockley, eds., We Wanted a Revolution: Black Radical 204

Women 1965-85, A Sourcebook (Durham: Duke University Press and the Brooklyn Mu-
seum, 2017), 64.

 Waldo E. Martin, Jr., No Coward Soldiers: Black Cultural Politics and Postwar Amer205 -
ica (Cambridge, MA and London: Harvard University Press, 2005), 116.
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“major Black woman artist,” Susan Willand Worteck focuses especially on the weary 

malaise and sadness in her work. In her introduction to the catalogue for the show Forev-

er Free, an exhibition in 1981 of the achievements of African American women in the 

visual arts at Illinois State University, Worteck questions the ways in which one might 

measure the quality of the works in the exhibition, as I mentioned in the introduction—

either by artistic merit challenges overcome in their creation.   Worteck drew on 207

Nochlin’s already famous essay “Why Have There Been No Women Artists?” that argued 

for lack of opportunities and resources as the reason women and artists of color were left 

out of the canon.  Though Nochlin did not mention Catlett specifically, the artist’s status 208

within two minority categories defined by Nochlin — women and Blacks — has always 

been addressed in scholarship on Catlett. But Worteck posits that art by Black women 

measures up differently than women’s art in general, and she suggests that we should 

consider some other barometer for evaluating creativity in Black women’s art. Focusing 

on Catlett’s sculpture, Tired (fig. 51), Worteck seems only able to read the struggle repre-

sented in the title and the unspecified action of the figure, and thus reduces it to a symbol-

ic and generic representation of a gender struggle.  Worteck describes the work as “a 209

symbol of every woman who has struggled against racism or poverty.”  For me, this 

seems a limited and myopic interpretation of Catlett’s honest and straightforward repre-

sentations of women and children—one that is on the one hand specific to her own expe-

 Willand Worteck, “Forever Free,” 97.207
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rience as a Black woman, but also one that encompasses broader meaning for oppressed 

minorities more inclusively.   Rather than a universal and timeless representation of all 210

women everywhere, Catlett was more of a responsive activist to specific and timely is-

sues faced on both sides of the U.S.-Mexico border.  Crenshaw argues that Black women 

have often been excluded from or written out of feminist movements because of their 

lack of a fixed place in the single-axis framework of gender struggles, given the neces-

sary intersections of their feminist and antiracism politics.   Worteck falls into this trap 211

in her association of Catlett’s art with an essentializing view of women’s roles, instead of 

a recognition of the dualities of Black feminism so clearly and complexly addressed in 

Catlett’s art. 

In 1975, when Catlett was sixty, the National Conference of Artists hosted its 

nineteenth annual meeting, again with Catlett as a keynote speaker.  The Black Scholar 

published her remarks for this conference in an article titled “The Role of the Black 

Artist.” Here, she recognized the changes within the organization since her first address 

to the group in 1961. Then, the group was small, made up primarily of teachers from the 

rural southern U.S. and focused on issues related to assisting each other in promoting 

their professional artistic practices. By 1975, the group had grown considerably and in-

cluded professional artists from across the U.S. who were concerned with making sure 

 Herzog, Catlett: An American Artist, 19. According to Herzog, Catlett often spoke of 210

the influence of Grant Wood during her graduate work at the University of Iowa and how 
his encouragement and example set her on a path of exploring subject matter that she was 
most closely connected with.
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their art reached, inspired, and helped Black people.  They were also concerned about the 

connections between Black visual arts and other artistic disciplines. Catlett’s message to 

the audiences in 1961 and 1975 are striking in their similarities, showing both that Catlett 

remained committed to her message over time, but also that little had actually improved 

for Blacks in the U.S. The art scene was still not inclusive of the Black artist, and Black 

community members still had to go outside of the U.S. to affect the most efficient 

change. She argued that Black art must reach Black people where they were, but it con-

tinued to fall short. However, Catlett did recognize the increasing volume of the Black 

artistic voice by the 1970s, and its influence on other groups, specifically Chicanos, Puer-

to Ricans, and women.  Again Catlett was an important voice for the intersection and 212

shared concerns of minority communities on both sides of the border. Catlett emphasized 

the proliferation of images, methods employed by the TGP, as essential in disseminating 

ideas and enacting change through art. The multiplicity and visual language of printmak-

ing and poster campaigns, a hallmark of the TGP, has been foundational not only with 

Black artists, but also with other artist activist groups, such as the Guerrilla Girls collec-

tive of women artists. Starting in the 1980s, the Guerrilla Girls created graphic posters, 

like Naked Through the Ages (1989, fig. 52) and The Conscience of the Art World: We 

Sell White Bread (1986, fig. 53) to protest the inherent sexism and racism in the art 

world.  Reminiscent of images produced by the TGP, these works relied on a visual rep-

resentation of satire combined with a call to action. The Guerrilla Girls also borrowed 

 Elizabeth Catlett, “The Role of the Black Artist,” The Black Scholar 6, no. 9 (1975): 212
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from the propaganda aesthetic of the TGP by combining text and imagery, often in a 

monochromatic color palette.  If we are to compare the imagery of Naked Through the 

Ages with A Week of Help to Spain, Your Peace is Threatened! (fig. 54), a lithograph 

poster produced through the TGP in 1938, there are obvious figurative and compositional 

similarities.  While the reclining figure in the Guerrilla Girls poster is directly appropriat-

ed from Jean-August-Dominique Ingres’ Grand Odalisque (1814, fig. 55), it also mirrors 

the reclining figure in the TGP print. Both figures are juxtaposed with imagery that 

strikes a notable and surprising contrast—a gorilla mask in opposition to the traditional 

reclining nude and dive bombers in opposition to the sleeping male figure.  

Just last year, in 2020, Vida Americana: Mexican Muralists Remake American Art, 

1925-1945 was presented by the Whitney Museum of American Art. This show, and the 

accompanying catalogue, offered an important look at the influence of Mexican artists on 

their US counterparts, especially the transformative impact of Mexico’s social and politi-

cal public murals. Though this has been a long-established idea in modernist scholarship, 

and even MoMA recognized the influence of the Mexican Muralists and Diego Rivera 

specifically when the museum held a solo show for the artist in 1931, Vida Americana 

offers a new take on older narratives.  Specifically, it examines race issues and the rela-

tions between African American artists and their Mexican contemporaries, including 

Elizabeth Catlett.  In her essay for the catalog, Gwendolyn Dubois Shaw discusses how 

censorship by American elites was felt equally by both Mexican and African American 
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artists.   Specifically, it examines race issues and the relations between African Ameri213 -

can artists and their Mexican contemporaries, including Catlett. In her essay for the cata-

logue, Gwendolyn Dubois Shaw discusses how censorship by American elites was felt 

equally by both Mexican and African American artists.  Shaw argues that the same cen-

sorship that led to the destruction of Rivera’s Rockefeller Center mural was enacted upon 

African American artists who held similar political beliefs, such as the Black painter 

Aaron Douglas during the creation of his mural Aspects of Negro Life in 1934.   214

While Catlett’s work was not formally censored in the U.S., she was barred from 

entering the county in the 1960s in an attempt to quiet her voice.  Juana Williams contin-

ues the conversation about Catlett’s influence with an analysis of the work of contempo-

rary painter, photographer, and mixed-media artist Mickalene Thomas.  In her thesis, 

Williams argues that Thomas was addressing Western standards of beauty and femininity 

through her representations of Black women, that they are a reflection of herself and her 

people.  Williams acknowledges the similarities to the messages that Catlett presented, 

but makes the distinction that Thomas is working within the framework of contemporary 

Black experiences, or what she calls “post-Blackness.”   Coined by curator Thelma 215

Golden, post-Black artists came of age after the Civil Rights and Black Power Move-

ments that defined earlier artists such as Catlett, but who continue the discourse to create 

 Haskell, Vida Americana, 220.213
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space for those that are not represented by the prevailing definitions of Black art.   Such 216

recent scholarship further solidifies Catlett’s foundational place within the history of 

Black art and her disruptions of the traditional art canon that paved the way for later 

artists. 

In her essay, Third World Diva Girls, bell hooks explores the idea of Black sister-

hood—the notion that Black women have often been seen as “special” and have been the 

victims of objectification. In contrast, hooks argues for the importance of valuing and 

finding strength in difference, and embracing closeness across “differences of class, expe-

rience, values, attitudes, sexual practice, education, and so on.”   Catlett’s life and ca217 -

reer embodies these ideals of finding strength in the embrace of diversity and difference. 

She made art that connected audiences to her own experiences in both Mexico and the 

U.S. through the themes of womanhood and motherhood, gender expectations, and the 

challenges of obtaining equality. Her art, in its balance of biographical experience and 

broader human meaning, laid significant groundwork for future innovations in Black 

art.  But her influence and importance as an artist is not confined to Black audiences 218

and the Black experience in the U.S; it speaks equally to audiences of women and moth-

ers, to immigrants and refugees, to minorities and the oppressed across the globe.   

After her solo exhibition in 1971 in Harlem, Catlett was able to reclaim her citi-

zenship and presence in the United States, and with Mora, she kept an apartment in New 
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York City, traveling between the U.S. and Mexico until her death in 2012. There is exist-

ing documentation that her travel to the U.S. increased as exhibitions of her work in-

creased. For instance, she participated in and attended the PUSH Exhibition in Chicago in 

1972.  However, I have been unable to locate the exact documentation detailing how 219

she regained her ability to travel. Relaxing Cold War tensions coupled with the vocal 

support of the art community in the U.S., both white and Black, who embraced her and 

her work as significant in American art history, likely did the most to enable her return to 

the U.S. after 1971.  

What cannot be contested is that Catlett left a rich legacy of art and activism. But 

what remains to be recognized, and what this thesis hopes to begin acknowledging, is 

how her life and work crosses boundaries of nationality and identity, revealing that the 

Black experience in the Americas is intersectional and inclusive. Her work represents the 

profound and productive artistic dialogue between the U.S. and Mexico, one that shaped 

“American” art history in ways only now being brought to the fore in exhibitions such as 

Vida Americana. Catlett’s role in this dialogue was briefly featured in that show, but more 

light needs to be shone on her pivotal influence for North American art and social justice 

activism. And given current tensions of race relations in the U.S. and of U.S.-Mexico re-

lations concerning immigration, we could even say that Elizabeth Catlett has more to 

teach us now than ever.  
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LIST OF IMAGES 

Figure 1 
David Alfaro Siqueiros, The Torment of Cuauhtemoc, 1950, pyroxaline on masonite, 

Palace of Fine Arts, Mexico City.
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Figure 2 
José Clemente Orozco, Catharsis, 1934, fresco, Place of Fine Arts, Mexico City.
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Figure 3 
Elizabeth Catlett, Sculpture and Stone: Negro Mother and Child, 1940, Indiana lime-

stone.
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Figure 4 
Elizabeth Catlett, I am the Negro Woman, from The Negro Woman, 1946-47, color 

linoleum cut, Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, NY.
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Figure 5 
Elizabeth Catlett, I Have Always Worked Hard in America, from The Negro Woman, 

1946-47, linoleum cut, Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, NY.
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Figure 6 
Elizabeth Catlett, In the Field, from The Negro Woman, 1946-47, linoleum cut, Whit-

ney Museum of American Art, New York, NY.
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Figure 7 
Elizabeth Catlett, In Other Folks’ Homes, from The Negro Woman, 1946-47, linoleum 

cut on cream wove paper, Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, NY.
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Figure 8 
Elizabeth Catlett, I Have Given the World My Songs, from The Negro Woman, 1946-47, 

color linoleum cut, Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, NY.
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Figure 9 
Elizabeth Catlett, In Sojourner Truth I Fought for the Rights of Women as Well as Ne-
groes, from The Negro Woman, 1946-47, linoleum cut, Whitney Museum of American 

Art, New York, NY.
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Figure 10 
Elizabeth Catlett, In Harriet Tubman I Helped Hundreds to Freedom, from The Negro 

Woman, 1946-47, linoleum cut, Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, NY.
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Figure 11 
Elizabeth Catlett, In Phyllis Wheatley I Proved Intellectual Equality in the Midst of 

Slavery, from The Negro Woman, 1946-47, linoleum cut, Whitney Museum of Ameri-
can Art, New York, NY.
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Figure 12 
Elizabeth Catlett, My Role Has Been Important in the Struggle to Organize the Unor-
ganized, from The Negro Woman, 1946-47, linoleum cut, Whitney Museum of Ameri-

can Art, New York, NY.

Figure 13 
Elizabeth Catlett, I Have Studied in Ever Increasing Numbers, from The Negro Woman, 

1946-47, linoleum cut, Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, NY.
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Figure 14 
Elizabeth Catlett, My Reward Has Been Bars Between Me and the Rest of the Land, 
from The Negro Woman, 1946-47, linoleum cut, Whitney Museum of American Art, 

New York, NY.
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Figure 15 
Elizabeth Catlett, I Have Special Reservations, from The Negro Woman, 1946-47, 

linoleum cut, Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, NY.
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Figure 16 
Elizabeth Catlett, Special Houses, from The Negro Woman, 1946-47, linoleum cut on 

cream wove paper, Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, NY.
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Figure 17 
Elizabeth Catlett, And a Special Fear for My Loved Ones, from The Negro Woman, 

1946-47, linoleum cut on cream wove paper, Whitney Museum of American Art, New 
York, NY.
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Figure 18 
Elizabeth Catlett, My Right is a Future of Equality with Other Americans, from The 

Negro Woman, 1946-47, Color linoleum cut, Whitney Museum of American Art, New 
York, NY.

Figure 19 
Jacob Lawrence, In the North the African American Had More Educational Opportuni-
ties, Panel 58 from The Migration Series, 1940-41, Casein tempera on hardboard, The 

Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY.
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Figure 20 
Kerry James Marshall, Vignette, 2003, acrylic on fiberglass, MCA Chicago.
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Figure 21 
Diego Rivera, Sugar Cane, 1931, fresco, Philadelphia Museum of Art.
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Figure 22 
Alfredo Zalce, ‘La prensa y la Revolucio ́ n Mexicana’, (‘The Press and the Mexican 

Revolution’), Estampas de la Revolución Mexicana, no 82, 1947, linocut, University of 
New Mexico Art Museum, Albuquerque, New Mexico .
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Figure 23 
Charles White, The Contribution of the Negro to Democracy in America, 1943, egg 

tempera (fresco secco), Hampton University Museum, Hampton, VA.

Figure 24 
Camino Real in the Lobby Bar at the Camino Real Hotel, Mexico City, 1968, featuring 

a weaving by Anni Albers.
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Figure 25 
Anni Albers, Red Meander, 1954, Linen and cotton, private collection
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Figure 26 
Apartment living room by architect Eric Coufal, Guadalajara, featuring a tapestry by 

Cynthia Sargent.
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Figure 27 
Cynthia Sargent, Scarlatti, designed 1958, produced c. 1969, wool and mohair on cot-

ton, Riggs-Platas Family Collection.
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Figure 28 
Clara Porset, Butaque, c. 1958, bald cypress wood and woven jute, Collection of Jorge 

Enrique Caballero Yáñez.
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Figure 29 
Ruth Asawa, Untitled, (S.703, Freestanding Basket), early 1950s. Imogene Cunning-

ham (American, 1883-1976), Eggs in Ruth Asawa’s Basket [Untitled (S.703, Freestand-
ing Basket)], 1956, Gelatin silver print, The Imogene Cunningham Trust.
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Figure 30 
Ruth Asawa, Untitled (S.154, Hanging Nine-Lobed, Single-Layered Continuous Form), 

c. 1958, Monel wire, Private Collection.
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Figure 31 
Imogene Cunningham, Ruth Asawa, Sculptor, and Her Children, 1957, gelatin silver 

print.
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Figure 32 
Francisco Mora and Elizabeth Catlett, date unknown. Online at: https://www.elizabeth-

catlettart.com/life-with-artist-francisco-mora
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Figure 33 
Elizabeth Catlett and family, date unknown. Online at: https://www.elizabethcatlettart.-

com/life-with-artist-francisco-mora
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Figure 34 
Elizabeth Catlett, Sharecropper, 1952, linoleum cut, The Art Institute Chicago.

Figure 35 
Elizabeth Catlett, Indian Woman, 1958, linocut, Hampton University Museum, Hamp-

ton, VA.
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Figure 36 
Elizabeth Catlett, Civil Rights Congress, 1950, linocut, The Art Institute Chicago.
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Figure 37 
Grace Hartigan, Madame Recamier, 2006, oil on canvas, Amarillo Museum of Art
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Figure 38 
James Abbott McNeill Whistler, Nocturne in Black and Gold: The Falling Rocket, 

1875, oil on panel, Detroit Institute of the Arts.
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Figure 39 
Lance Wyman, Mexico Olympic Games logo, 1968. Online at: https://medium.com/

fgd1-the-archive/mexico-olympics-1968-32fc8d7e0e45

Figure 40 
Zócalo, Mexico City, 13 August 1968. Online at: http://www.columbia.edu/cu/comput-

inghistory/1968/gallery/zocalo1968.html
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Figure 41 
U.S. athletes Tommie Smith, center, and John Carlos raise gloved hands skyward dur-
ing the playing of the Star Spangled Banner after Smith received the gold and Carlos 

the bronze for the 200 meter run at the Summer Olympic Games in Mexico City, 1968, 
AP Photo. Online at: https://www.history.com/news/1968-mexico-city-olympics-black-

power-protest-backlash
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Figure 42 
Elizabeth Catlett, Homage to My Young Black Sisters, 1968, cedar, 68 × 12 × 12 in., 

Brooklyn Museum.
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Figure 43 
Elizabeth Catlett, Malcolm X Speaks for Us, 1969, linoleum cut, Museum of Modern 

Art, New York.
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Figure 44 
Andy Warhol, Campbell’s Soup Cans, 1962, acrylic with metallic enamel paint on can-

vas, 32 panels, Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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Figure 45 
Andy Warhol, Green Coca-Cola Bottles, 1962, acrylic, screen print and graphite pencil 

on canvas, Whitney Museum of American Art.
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Figure 46 
Elizabeth Catlett, Mother and Child, 1970-71, walnut, Studio Museum exhibition 

brochure.
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Figure 47 
Elizabeth Catlett, Black Maternity, 1959, lithograph, Studio Museum exhibition 

brochure.
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Figure 48 
Elizabeth Catlett, Olmec Bather, 1967, bronze, Studio Museum exhibition brochure.
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Figure 49 
Elizabeth Catlett, Torture of Mothers, 1970, lithograph, Studio Museum exhibition 

brochure.

Figure 50 
Faith Ringgold, American People Series #20: Die, 1967, Museum of Modern Art, New 

York.
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Figure 51 
Elizabeth Catlett, Tired, 1946, terra cotta, Howard University.

Figure 52 
Guerrilla Girls, Naked Through the Ages, 1989, screen print on paper, Tate.

Figure 53 
Guerrilla Girls, The Conscience of the Art World: We Sell White Bread, 1986, screen 

print on paper, Tate.
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Figure 54 
José Chávez Morado, Semana de ayuda a España,Tu tranquilidad peligra! (A Week of 

Help to Spain, Your Peace is Threatened!), 1938, poster with lithograph and type/letter-
ing, Museo Nacional de Arte.
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Figure 55 
Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres, La Grande Odalisque, 1814, oil on canvas, Louvre 

Museum, Paris.
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